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r 18, 1949

Santa Claus To Arrive Here
Decil; Big Plans Working

Pay Is Little, But
Candidates Are
Sho Plentiful
The jobs don't pay much, but
plenty of people seem to want
them.
There are four candidates -for
the office of mayor in South Fulton—and the job pays only $12
a month.
Seventeen men want to be
members of the city council—a
job that pays $2 a month.

Best Coverage
Of The Fulton
Trading Area

Number Forty-Six

Cumberland Presbyterians To
Worship In New Auditorium

Plans for stagk Fulton's third annual Christmas parade
are
going along smoothly, a committee chairman of the Young
On Sunday, when the members
Men's
work in the church, probably
Business Club announced today. Old Santa himself will
of the Cumberland Presbyter- . more
arrive in
than anything else is rethe. city amid pomp and ceremony on Saturday December
ian Church gather at the morn- sponsible
3. Herefor its growth arid detofore St. Nick has been arriving in the early afternoon
ing 'services to worship for the
on the City
velopment The old church was
of New Orleans from Louisville, but since that train
first time in the auditorium of sold
has been temfor $1100.
porarily discontinued, another mode of arrival will
the beautiful edifice just comhave to be
According 'to litrs. R. E. Stilplanned, unless the train is re-*
pleted
many
of
them
will
Anne
be
McDade,
daughter of Mr.
ley, who holds the oldest memCandidates for mayor are:
instated.
thinking bacic, more than 60 bership
the year for the •local communi- Charlie Hutchin.s, R. A'.
in the church, the "wo
Sudberry, and Mrs. Maxwell McDade was years
Meanwhile the YMBC commit- ty, and is expected to bring visiback,
to
the
humble,
nanied
but
Queen
of Ftilton High
J. H. Lowe and Mayor S. A. Mcen folks" were really fund raistee collecting funds for street tors from many surrounding
determined
beginning
of
School
,
1
the
Carnival
on Wednesday.
Dade. ers in the full import of the word.,
decrations report that more than communities for the occasion.
Miss McDade and her King, Jer- church in those many years ago. Playlets, box suppers, lcuicheoreas
,
$1000 has been collected
Seeking the office of Council- ry Forrest, son of Mr. and
Many
of
today's
and
In undertaking the sponsorcongregatio
n,
and a score of other projects
Mrs.
what with the one-third more ship of the project, the YMBC men are: Milton Counce, Virgil N. B. Forrest,
children,
grandchildr
en
and
along with their
were undertaken to raise money
promised by the City Council it has acted in response to an over- Davis, Hugh Barnes, James Fort- attendants. will
be presented Fri- great grandcbildren- of the early to pay off the debt R was during
seems certain that Christmas will whelminindication of approval ner, Henry Bethel, Finis Vancil, day night at the
organizers
will
be
there
with
a
school auditorthe pastorate of Rev. W.- H. MeA. J. is geeing to work in Mem- find Fulton "well-lighted" for from merchants of the city who all members of the present City ium when the high
school and prayer• in their hearts and on Leskey, the first full time pasphis. After, what we know, must the hundreds of visitors and will provide funds for the specta- Council, W. E. Balkem, C. M., junior' h will participate
their
lips
in
thanksgivin
g
for
the
tor, that the debt was paid is
in'
have been some very difficult shoppers who will come here cle.
Valentine, Ben Golden, L. A. their
firm foundation their forefathers full It
. carnival.
was also during Rev. Medeliberating On his part, he told during the holiday season.
More about Santa Claus and Clifton, P. L. Bennett, Claudie A.
The s'e eetion of the King and built, and for the courage and Leskey's pastorate that
this
us that he had been offered a
A
parade
of
gaily-dec- his visit to the city will be re- Bell, Harry Grymes, H. L. Fergu- Queen crernei after weeks of vision they left behind to instill church made many
gains in memmost lucrative position, which he orated automobiles, and other ported in late editions of the son, Arthur Matheny, W. B. Mc- spirited competition between the in their successors 'the will to bership
and influence in the
felt, and we do too, that he could vehicles is planned for the in- News, but plan now to be in Connell and Abe Jolley.
junior and senior high schools„ build the stately structure that community as an up and
coming
not turn down. Somehow all the augural event, with Santa Claus Fulton on December 3.
Polls will be at the South Ful- during which time the pupils en- stands on SeCond street as a .group as well to buy a manse
difficulties we have ever wit- throwing candy to the throngs of
ton police station on December gaged in all sorts of fund raising momument to their memory.
on Park aVenue, which has since
nessed in the shop seem a little children who are expected to line
The first Cumberland Presby- been sold.
aCtivities, including a cabaret
Gilbert DeMyer Named s.
insignificant compared to -the the route of march for the paand male fashion show. The con- terian Church was organized in
In 1945 the building fund was
empty space he will leave in our rade.
High Priest of Masons
test closed at 1 o'clock on Wed- Fulton on June 20, 1887 with 18 started, and in early
19411 the
charter members. Those charter actual building
lives and 'hearts.
Detailed plans still are in the
nesday.
Gilbert Lee DeMyer was narnwas begun. In
process of formation, but memmembers
were:
D.
J.
Bard,
Members
Mrs.
of
the
court
will be
early 1947 the church purchased
ed High Priest of the Jerry Moss
the unsuccessful students who Ada Bard, T. F. Beadles, Mrs. the old Fields home at the
At the News we don't seem to bers - of committees in charge of Chapter No. 119, Royal Arch Macorner
were competing for this title of Byrd, Mrs. Luda Boyd, Mrs. A.A. of Second and Eddings
look upon the folks who help us the ,event declared today that it sons at their annual election of
and have
Carnival King and Queen. They Bostick, Mrs. Minnie Chapman, worshipped there since selling
get out this paper as employees. will be one of the highlights of officers November 15.
Fulton led all Kentucky coundee
A. H. Fleming, Mrs. Amanda old church
They are a very integral part of
on Commercial aveOther officers named were: P. ties in ratio of votes cast for the are: Juniors—Nancy Wilson and
Fleming,
J.
Billy
W.
Grymes,
Browning.
Mrs.
M.
our very own dear family, and
Sophomore
s —
nue.
J. Kocher, King; G. E. Moore, two constitutional amendments
N. Grymes, H. H. Hughes, John
their departure to better Jobs
The first woman's group was
Scribe: N. G. Cooke, Treasurer; voted on in the general election Don Mann and Nancy Breeden.
F.
McNeely,
G.
R.
Freshmen—V
Pegram,
irginia
J.M.
puts us very much in the position
Forrest
and
organized in 1890 and at that
T. J. Smith, Sr., Secretary; C. A. a week ago, Lawrence Holland-,
Robinson,
Mrs.
Bobby
E.
Robinson,
Miss
Buckingha
of parents, whose children have
m.
Junior High
time was one overall organizaStephens, Sentinel;
John T. superintendent of city schools,
Sallie Robinson, and Mrs. James tion. Today
finished one phase of their lives
women's work int
Price, Captain of the Host; Louis told the West Fulton Parent- Kay Cherry, Donald Mac Speight,
P.
Tyler.
None
Paula
of
DeMyer
the
charter
and
and are ready for the next. We
William
the church is divided into two
Last night (Thursday Novem- Kasnow, Principal Sojourner; Teachers Association Tuesday Sampson. „
members are now living, but groups,
knew that someday A. J., whose
the Ladies Aid Society
Postoffice mail clerks W. C. Forrester, Royal Arch Cap- afternoon.
many have left a heritage to the and the
ability in any shop is unequalled ber 17)
Missionary Society.
and
carriers at Fulton tain; James H. Warren, Master
city
church
in
the
faithful
JOHN
relatives
HUDDLES
TON
Fulton
countians
would be ready for bigger fields.
voted for the
Through the years the churele
honored W.E. Flippo, who for 31 of the First Veil; W. T. Hinkle, amendment permitting
who
are
now
diligently
working
John
The thing that concerns us is
Huddleston, one of Fulincrease
has grown -in membership and is
years has been one of Uncle Master of the Second Veil; Sid- in state
salaries 706 to 261, and ton County's most beloved citi- for its perpetuation.
that we feel there is no field too
fellowship. According to one or
ney Rose, Master of the Third
Sam's
faithful
carriers
of
the
In
the
beginning
for
educational
died
zens
an
the members the members the congregation, is
large or too difficult for A. J., tor
suddenly at Jones Clinfund amendVeil.
ment designed to aid poorer dis- ic Sunday atter a long illness. had no permanent place of wor- one of the most congenal in exwe believe that barring the other mail out of the Fulton office.
Flippo.
67,
who
has
served
at
ship.
Several
Funeral
of
the
tricts
churches in istence. It is a part of the Mks
the
in
services were conducted
state by 748 te 198.
capable men in our shop, he is
One precinct, New Madrid Monday afternoon at 2:30 p.m. the city were generous in their Presbytery.
one of the most dependable, the Fulton under six postmasters Justin Atteberry Gets
Bend, a section of Kentucky cut with Rev. Perry L. Stone, pastor offers to have the new congregamost agreeable. the most capable was guest of honor at a banquet Regular Exams Dates
It has not been without its paman we have seen in our nearly at which Robert Lamb, another
Through the efforts of Justin off by the meanderings of the of the First Christian Church in tion worship in their edifices. thos ,and its humor, however.
old-timer
in
local
the
postoffice
On
occasions
charge
Mississippi
they
of
did and at The story has often been told of
the services. Interment
river, cast all its votes
twenty years of newspapering.
Atteberry, Circuit Court Clerk,
was master of ceremonies.
was in Fairview Cemetery with other times they worshipped in a pastor whose
the highway patrolman perman- for both amendments. New Madseverity was one
devout
other
A
faithful
and
Whitnel
public
member
buildings.
rid
Funeral Home in charge.
Bend voters, it was pointed
In 1889 of his predominating characterWe've got a Linotype machine
ently assigned to' giving evamiA
the
little
life-long
First
the
group
Church
out,
Beptist
usually vote as a unit on all
purchased what istics. The members were a lithe nations for driver's licenses*
resident of this
that is ageless. Historians. differ of
will
conununity he retired more than was then the
whin,' to devote most of his spare visit Fulton every
questions.
old
Methodist tle prone to tire of his barbs and
Pr to the year of its make. wen,
otk.er
Church
four
building
years
church
on the south- often dozed in church. The pasago because of ill
work, an aversion beginning November 21.
&re were times when the in- time to
The exMrs.
Bushart,
Ward
Fulton,
side
health.
of
State
Line,
He
was
which is the tor on the other hand didn't think
born in Obion
firmities of its years would show he has enjoyed since his early ams were previously given ev- was a member of the state speakCounty, Tenn., on August 8, site where now stands the Ful- much'
up, mostly Shen A. J. needed to youth.
ery other Wednesday by mem- ers bureau of the state salary
of their dozing and on ane
.1870,
Hatchery.
ton
the
The
son
building
of
was occasion stopped his sermon to
Mr. and Mrs.
The Flippos have two children, bers of the highway patrol.
get speed. With Eph Dawes at' his
limit and health committee, and Thomas Huddleston. His
purchased
fe_r
about
$1000.
wife, the
side, and even before then, A. J. Mrs. J. A. Hemphill and Mrs.
blast out at R. E. Stilley, J. IL
Examinations will be given be- leaders here credit her work with
The church was not used for Fry and M. F. DeMyer to wake
would almost coo at the mon- Robert Fry of Union City. They tween the hours of 8:30 a.m. and a big share of the success of the former Rose Gardiner, preceded
him
in
death
thirty
years ago.
long, for with a "roof over their chem from a delightful nap ism
strosity to make it work. Some- also have three grandchildren.
noon at the City Hall.
amendments in the county.
He is survived by his brother, head" they started thinking of church,
times it did. and sometimes it
of which there is nothJake
Huddleston
, Fulton; one a building fund, and in 1900 ing more peaceful.
didn't, but if it ever unruffled
sister,
Mrs.
J.
T.
Higgins of De- plans for.a new church were
his nerves, we never knew it.
Then there was the beloved
troit and a cousin, Arch Huddles- made. A lot on Commercial avepastor Rev. D. W. rooks, who
ton, Sr., also of Fulton. A devout nue was donated by Mrs. Ada
Many are the things that we
member of the First Christian Bard Clemmons and in the
(Continue en page Sue)
could tell you about A. J. as a
Church he wits also a member of Spring of 1901 a new church was
fellow worker and a good fellow,
the Elks Lodge and the Odd Fel- built on the site. Costing nearly OFIFICE
OPEN SATURDAYS
but he might not set it, if we did.
On Saturday, November 26, all lows Society.
$4500, all but $1500 of the funds
The News office is now open
So, instead, we'll just say that
Burley tobacco producers will
were available. At the time Rev. all day Saturdays, for the amif ever a sincere farewell were
More than $25,000 was dis- mid-November boost to Holiday have an opportunity of deciding
CYRUS VANCIL
J. H. Thomas was pastor of the venience of subscribers living is
given a man from the folks who tributed
Services for Cyrus Vancil, for church, and at this time too, it is the country
here on Thursday to shopping. Mr. Pitchford said the question of continuing marwho wish to drop in
admirer, him most, then we are Xmas Club members
by the Ful- that the total amount may even keting quotas, Charles E. Wright, many years a painter of Fulton, apropos to bring in the distaff and renew their subscriptio
saying all the luck in the world ton Bank,
ns
Russell Pitchford, ex- run far in excess of the amount chairman, Fulton County PMA were held Tuesday afternoon at side of the congregation, whose that time.
to you, with the wish that your ecutive vice-presid
Committee, announced today.
two o'clock at the Whitnel Fuent of that estimated today.
hopes and your dreams will all institution
Any person sharing in a Bur- neral Home with Rev. E.
told the News today.
Rueb,
A greater tendency to save
come true. If the confidence we The monies
will be channeled for methodically is revealed in this ley tobacco crop this year (1949 pastor of the Cumberland Pa-eshave in A. J. is rewarded we the
most part into Fulton busi- year's figure, since it exceeds harvested crop) either as owner, byterian Church officiating.
know that someday in the not too ness
Mr. Vancil, 77 died suddenly
houses, adding the usual last year's total distribution by operator, sharecropper, or tenant
distant future we'll say:
is eligible for a vote. No per- Sunday at his home with
death
more than $2000.
"We
knew
the Sergeant
son, regardless of his interest in attributed to a heart attack.
A recett cross section survey
when
different •farms by &Immunities,
He
is
survived
by
his
indicates the estimated funds
widow.
counties, or states.40 entitled- to Mrs. Nannie Ellis Vancil,
will be used by the recipients apthree
more than one volz_
Hail, Hail, the gang's all here!
sons,
Otto
Vancil
of
proximately as follows:
Paducah,
Mr. Wright statt.e.furthecthat Finis Pancil of Fulton and
Fourteen pages this week in two
Henry I. Siegel, pre.ident of the vast garment enterprises that
Permanent Savings, 31 percent.
Robdue to a limited nlitiber ofur- ert Vancil of Chicago.•One
sections, cranuned full of local
daugh- tear his name, passed away suddenly at DoCtor's Hospital in New
Insurance Premiums, 7 percent.
ley producers in his county, there ter, Mrs. Mary Altce
news, correspondents, features
Donald Stephenson of Mayfield
York Wednesday afternoon at six p. m., Leo Greengrass, manager
Miller
Mortgage Payments, 2 percent.
will be only one polling place in Milwaukee, also survives. of of the local factory advised
and ever-popular Patricia La- has assumed his duties as load
the News on Thursday. Mr. Siegel,
Year end bills, 13 percent.
He
this county, and that will be in leaves 11 grandchildren,
tane, the "sees-all-know-all-tells manager' of Friendly
Finance
a half who was actively engaged in the duties of heading the four garTaxes, 8 percent.,
the county office. Mr. Wright brother. Rev. Charles
all" Walkie-Talkie, full news Corp., which purchased the local
Fry" of ment factories at Dixon, Bruceton, Trezevant, Tenn., and Fulton,
Christames purchases, 36 perurges that each and every voter Friendship, Tenn., and a
coverage from the Siegel factory interests of Interstate Loan Comcent.
half Kj., at the tizne of his death, was expected to visit the local plant
go to the polls and vote Novem- sister, Mrs. Emma
and Fulton Hi, and the Round- pany on October 26. The new
Baucom, of last Tues-clay, but because of oth-•
Education, 1 percent.
ber 26, 1949.
house Roundup . . . and we hope company also purchased the InFulton.
Miscellaneous, 2 percent.
er duties in New York was unyou'll talce time to sit down for terstate Loan Company at MurHe is survived by his widow,
able to be here.
a couple hours' reading and en- ray on the same date. Mr. Stetwo sons, Jessie of Dixon, manNew
Cumberl
and
Having
Presbyte
just
returned
from
rian
Church
a ager of the Siegel garment enjoy it all.
phenson succeeds Ross Armstrong
week's vacation in Bermuda, Mr. terprises, George a student in
Look over the advertising, too who was local manager of the old
Siegel
was
in
good
health.
On the an Eastern University, two
... you'll find lots of news, spec- company.
day of his death he had talked to brothers, Ernest of Dixon and
ials and announcements of inWith branch offices in many
his
wife
from
his
office and was Sam of Bruceton and one sister,
terest.
sections of the State, the Friendin good spirits. Later in the daYe Mrs. Aaron Tinnen, also of DixOn Thursday, December 1,
ly Finance Corp., has as its presihowever
he
consulted
his phy- on.
The News is now on sale each dent Charles L. Humphries of farmers throughout Kentucky
sician because of feeling ill, and
Funeral services at ,
- -ess time
weekend at the following places Paducah, who is Married to the will be exercising their right of
died
of
a
heart
attack shortly were incomplete, but it is believin Fulton, for the convenience of former Dorothy Ann Pearson of choosing the men to be responsithereafter.
He
had not previously ed that they will prob.-0)1v be held
ble for local administration of
persons wishing extra copies: this city.
complained of a heart ailment. this week-end, pending arrival at
Smith's Cafe, Wick's, Evans
Mr. Stephenson has had wide major Federal farm programs in
Coming to America from his relatives.
Drug Store and the Bulldog.
experience in the finance field 1950.
native country as a young man,
Mr. and Mrs. Gree---ess left
Farmers in each agricultural
and his residence here will be in
Mr. Siegel's life history has a Thursday for New V-,rk to atacquisition to the business life community will elect a commitreal Horatio Alger background. tend the services.
tee of three members and two alSouth Fulton Students of the city.
Starting as a garment marker in
Mr. Siegel's death cast a pall
ternates to serve in case of vaca factory owned by Izzy Green. of gloom over the hundreds of
Honored In Who's Who Farm Bureau
Ancies arising during the year.
Members At the same time, a farmer delgrats in Scranton, Pa., he brancn- faithful employees at the garFive students from South Fuled out on his own as a garment ment factory here as wk1 aS aegate to the county convention
ton High School were named for To Attend Convention
manufacturer on a small scale. mong the many friends he has
will be chosen who, with delethe National Register of Who's
Roy Bard, president of the
Working hard and becoming ex- made on his visits here. The New.,
Who in American High Schools. Fulton County Bureau, announc- gates from other communities,
pert in his field, he had the vis- staff joins in extending sincere
will meet on December 2 to elect
They are: Joan Smith, Joella ed today that the following memion to view the industrial pcs- sympathies to the family in their
a three-member county PMA
Cochran, Hubert Eudy, Bob bers would attend the State Consibilites of the South and opened hour of bereavement
Committee.
Vowel] and Nancy Jones.
vention at Louisville November
up a factory in this vicinity.
Eligible
voters
are
owners,
opThe National Register is a com- 20 to 23.
More than ten years ago he conerators, tenants, or share cropr'nnstance Keene
pilation of America's outstandlacted local businessmen and opMr. and Mrs. Roy .Bard, John pers on farms
participatin
g
in
ing high school students based on B. Watts, Miss Catherine Adams,
ened up a factory here, which Here November 21
programs administered during
scholarship, leadership, initative, Miss Louise Maddox, Mrs. Beremploys more than 500 people,
Constance Keene, pianist wail
1949 through the county and comand has become a mainstay of he presented in concert at the
cooperativeness and worthwhile tha 1VicCleod, Mr. and Mrs. JohnMunity Production and Marketcontribution to the stool.
the financial background of the Fulton High School Auditorium
nie 'Wilson and H. J. French.
ing Administration committees.
(See Story Opposite)
city and county.
on November 21 at eight o'clock.
if you see the folks at the
News office with mist in their
eyes this week-end, and the next
and the ne.xt it belongs there.
The staff is losing a man who has
been Old Reliable since we took
over the News more than two and
one-half years ago. That man is
A. J. Damron, whose presence at
the linotype maehine when days
were darkest gave us the courage
to tackle any job connected with
the publishing of our' beloved
little newspaper.

ANN MCDADE IS
CARNIVAL QUEEN

LEADS IN VOTES

FLIPPO HONORED
AT DERBY DINNER

$25 000 In Checks Released TOBACCO GROWERS
By Flulton Bank on Thursday WILL VOTE QUOTAS

Henry I. Siegel Passes Away
Nov. 16;Owned Four Plants

FRIENDLY FINANCE
BUYS INTERSTATE

FARMERS TO NAME
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We Tried
Some time ago we reported in the News
a story concenning the little town of London,
Ky., which had been selected by the Kentuck,y Chamber of Commerce as a community
with which to work out various development
projects as a guinea pig for progress and
growth. Today we received a news item tellling of the progress which has been made thus
tar.
It almost sounds like a fairy tale as we
read that the first major objective of the
ccurununity development program sponsored
by the London-Laurel County Development
Association was achieved in the November 8
election with the passage of Laurel County's
airport bond issue.
Barney Tucker, president of the newlyformed association, advised Kentucky Chamber of Commerce officials that his organization had successfully spearheaded the promotion campaign that resulted in a more than
six-to-one vote of approval flor the $35,000
bond issue to insure construction of the proposed War Memorial Airport honoring Laurel
County casualties of both world wars. London is the first city selected by the state
chamber to activate its community development program
The local association has previously helped to raise another $35,000 by popular subscription to supplement $170,000 of federal
and state funds.
A contract already signed with Piedmont
Airlines assures eight flights daily, Tucker
Aated, and other air lines are investigating
possibilities bar freight and passenger service.
Negotiations have already been completed
-with the Federal Government fOr a mail contract.
Just between us folks, and since the pubfisher of this paper is a member of the public relations committee of the Kentucky
'Chamber of Commerce, we tried to get Fulton selected as the community with which the
%state organization could work to promulgate
aerne of its development proceduresBetter luck next tune!
-0--

Sound Like Fun:
Di. James Bender, a New York psychologist, told the school-teachers of America yester_
day to go climb a tree.
It's relaxing, he said_
Teachers—especially the female variety
—need relaxation more than most people,
Dr.
Bender added. They use up so much physica
l
energy and work under such a strain
that
they often develop insomnia.
To combat battle fatigue in the classroom, Dr. Bender prepared a list of hints
for
presentation at the 95th annual convent
ion
banquet of the New Jersey Educational
Association. He advised insomniac teachers
to:
1. Take daily exercise in the fresh
air.
He recommended tree climbing as "one
of the
most relaxing of all muscular activiti
es."
2. Cut homework, "Teachers," said Dr.
Bender, putting a new twist on an old
scholastic war cry "should not be overloaded
with
homework."
3. Make sure you work for emotion
ally
well-adjusted principals
and
department
heads.
4. Campaign for smaller classes.
5. Have classrooms decorated
in pastel
shades.
6. Request installation of sound
absorbing materials in schoolrooms.
7. Develop hobbies and engage in
social
activities.
8. Take a course in how to slc-ep.
This
should be given at all teachers' colleges
.
9. Yawn many times throughout
the day.
'This also relaxes you," Dr. Bender
said,
'"particularly your talking machine."
He did
Mot say what effect it would
have on the
students.
—Courier-Journal

At The Grass Roots.„.
Industry Grows
"More than $4,000,000,000 of payroll
annually has been added to the
income of rural
counties by the development of
small town
industries" since the last Census,
it is esti-

mated by Richard Seeyle Jones in an article
entitled "The Small Town Hits the Jack
Pot" published in a recent issue of Nation's
Business.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

know why it couldn't be done. they aren't counted_
But he didn't know that it could.
The vote of that cripple couldHe didn't tell the election work- not have been cast, either, reers to go ahead. He couldn't, in member, if a sort of "honest
his official position as attorney Fraud" hadn't been committed
by
for the county election commis- poll workers. The fact that they
sion. Because, to do that, he are done with the best intentions
would have needed legal authori- doesn't make
even
"honest"
ty for the election. But he didn't frauds defensible. We should
have to tell them not to, either. toughen up our election law enIn another case, voters who forcement in Kentucky.
went to their polling place in
one of the less savory precincts
Letters To The Editor
in Louisville were told they
could vote either the straight Re- The Fulton County News
publican or the straight DemoSirs:
cratic ticket. "But you can't
For the past several weeks I
split," they were warned. Jefferson County has voting ma- have been writing a Water Valchines, of course, and it's more ley news item for your paper. So
than likely that the officials in many of my friends had asked
this precinct actually aren't a- me to do this for some time. Then
ware that splitting on a machine after I wrote one item they beis even easier than it is with the gan telling me how much they
enjoyed reading the news.
old-fashioned stamp.

by McFeatters

Referring to the importance of this trend,
Mr. Jones says that hundreds of towns, from
coast to coast, 'are no longer just waiting for
Saturday until the farmers come to town and
stir up a little dust along the main stem.
"Gopher Prairie," says the article, "is or
the boom and Main -street is having its face
lifted. There are new stores and there is new
paint, new movies and new electric lights,
new paving and new sidewalks, and new
homes going up. in Hometown. The American
small town has -hit the jackpot of industry,
and the small town loves it. Its awakening is
one of the economic phenomena of postwar
America."
Speaking of the boom in small town industry, Mr. Jones says. "It means an improved balance between the farm and factory in many areas, a sounder economic and
social fabric bulwarked by year-round payrolls, and the advance in cultural and living standards that follow increased buying
power.
"Some companies, locating branch factories in new areas," he explains, "have done
so'because of the availability of raw material,
markets, transportation or on the basis of taxes, power, and land and building costs. Butin the case of many small towns the outstanding e
- vidence is that human reasons are
the most important. These are reasons applying both to management and labor. It is proving more efficient to produce in factories of
modest size, located in communities of modest size."

I Tidbits of Kentucky Folklore I
In a recent issue of the JOURNAL OF
AMERICAN FOLKLORE there was a review
of a new book that purports to be genuine
folklore of Wisconsin. The author of the review takes the folklorist to task for yielding
to the temptation of giving readers what they
want, whether it is rtue or not. A significant
sentence is this: "The great temptation to the
folklorist today is to give the publishers
and
the public what they think they want,
and
the deliberately contrived product is not
folklore but what I have elsewhere called
fakelore."
In picturing the folk in literature, in
learned writings, and in art there has too
often been a tendency to overdo some features
of the folk and ignore others, thus making a
false art. It has become a high-brow fad to
revel in what is thought to be folklore. Parading fOlit dances, fOlk arts, folk tales, and
such has become so commOn that ane half
suspects that much of the product of folklorists is not genuine original investigation
but imagined stuff that never did exist and,
I hope, never will. Unfortunately, one folklorist of considerable importance decided to
make some money for himself by placing
folklore in an attactive book published, it
is true; it is equally true that it has gone
through many printings; but the lamentable
thing about it is that it cost the author the
respect of genuine folklorists, not because
it brought in some money but because traditional lore and fads promulgated by Tin Pan
Alley and similar modern monsters,
Many times in this column I have taken
to task the people who write about our mountaineers for New York jaded appetites. When
an outsider comes into our Kentucky hills

and gives his impressions, I am not particularly offended; we probably think some
things about him that would read as well
as
what he says about mountaineers. But
when
one of our own "natives goes out of his way
to pander to the taste of outsiders, I
feel a
desire to revive feudin' days and get out
my
old rusty firearms. The tragedy is that
many
of the worst impressions of our hill
people
have been made by people who knew
better, who were themselves of mountain
birth
or had lived for a major portion of
their lives
in the mountains. Just because
outsiders like
the more unusual things to be found
in mountains, and elsewhere, for that
matter, these
genuine hill people have passed out
samples
of what the public wanted. This
may be interesting stuff, but it :s unfair and is
not folklore.
All my mature life I have been an
amateur ornithologist. In the years
I have run
into many people who have felt
that they
had to find unbelieveable things
about birds
to show their great knowledge.
Sensationalism on the part of many well-me
aning people has often crippled the science
of ornithology, because accurate scientists have
sneered
at the monstrous stories and
dismissed the
study of birds as a hobby of elderly
spinstors
and near-sighted Casper Milquet
oasts.

In still another instance, a man
was actually inside the voting
booth casting his ballot when an
election official stuck his head
inside the curtain and tried to
tell him how to vote. There were
examples of workers--over enthusiastic, perhaps, or maybe
just crooked—trying to mis-inform voters.
puilta 00W,
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From The Files:

%yogi., Bach The elach
November 22, 1929:
In 1928-29, 253 boys and girls
in the County. were enrolled in
4-H Club work. This work was
started late in 1928 and has gotten off to a big start.
A new auto firm in Fulton has
been started, taking over the
Snow-White Ford agency, canceled six weeks ago. The new
firm will be known as the Fulton Automobile Company, and is
being operated by Chas. E. Holloway and Walter J. Willingham.
Mgr. Joe Davis of the Fulton
Gin Company announces that he
will gin over 700 bales of cotton
this year. Lint is bringing 16c or
more per pound, seed, $30 ton,
and some grmvers report more
than a bale per acre.
Two runaway boys and- girls
were apprehended by Fulton police this week in a stolen car and
returned to Memphis. where they
were wanted for thefts. The four,
all students, in Missouri, had decided to go to ''lorida for a lark.
The following boys have purchased Hereford calves from the
Chamber of Commerce's carload
shipment: Fred Willis, Jamie
Wade, Doris Graddy, J. C.
Rhodes, Robert Thompson, Kirk
Muzzell, Harry Sublett, Craig

Roberts and Grace Duncan. The
calves cost around $50 each.
The
following
assignments
have been made at the Memphis
Conference of
the
Methodist
Church: (Union City district):
Cayce Circuit, T. P. Riddick;
Fulton circuit, N. W. Lee; Fulton station, R. A. Wood; Hickman
station, W. G. Nall; Martin circuit, B. A. Walker; South Fulton
circuit, Albert C. Moore; Water
Valley circuit, W. D. Dunn: Mayfield circuit, J. A. Kelly
Murrell Roper, Jr., Sylvan
Shade has been awarded a trip
to the International Livestock
show in Chicago by the I.C. Railroad for being one of the seven
outstanding 4-H Club members
in the State, announces county
agent H. A. McPherson.
The Fulton Lions Club held its
annual banquet Tuesday evening
in the basement of the Methodist
Church, with 80 attending. President Louis Weaks v;as toastmaster, assisted by Harry Murphey
and fun promoter Smith Atkins.
Little Mabel Williams. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Williams of the Old Bethel community, died October 13 after a few
days' illness, at the age of 8.
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I will continue to send you an
item each week.

Hic
all
S

Sincerely yours,
ODELL PUCKETT
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
The Fulton County News
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Jo and Paul:

We had a strange one in our
Just received the paper this
own precinct. Susie and I went to
morning and certainly appreciatvote and, dissatisfied with botO
ed your reprinting the editorial
men running for one office, we
from the Lyon County Herald
decided to write in a name. The
and most of all I appreciated the
name of an incumbent who had
kind words you added. Sidney
been passed over by his party for
joins me in telling you both how
election because he was a good,
happy we were for the nic-e
honest, conscientious public ofsend-off.
ficial. We asked our precinct
election officials how to writeI want to tell you more than I
in. And they all confessed they can say how much we enioy
the
didn't know. This additional paper and do notify us vAien
our
safeguard to an honest ballot subscription is up, so we
can rewhich the machines give is a new it.
thing our good, intelligent peoSincerely,
ple hadn't even heard of!
DEZZY DYER, (airs. Sidney).
That did not prevent, us film
writing the name in. I had an
idea of how it should be done
If I do not keep step with othfrom writing several news stor- ers. it is because I hear a differies about how to viite (in ma- ent drummer. Let a man step
to
chines. So, although Susie was the music which he hears,
howinside the booth, I shouted in- ever measured and however
far
structions to her. This probably away.—Ifenry Thoreau.
was an election fraud in itself
Yet her ballot would not have
been cast as she wanted it, and
her vote, therefore, would have
been unsatisfactory to her; it
would not really have reflected
REAL ESTATE Euid
her wishes if I hadn't been
able
to guess the right way to write- PUBLIC AUCT
IONEER
in. Neither would mine. Inciden
tally, the judge asked me to re- Office Over City National Bank
port if the write-in vote
Phone 61
she
made was visible after she pulled
FARM
AND
CITY PROPERTY
the lever. It wasn't. There's a
big
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
roll of paper in the back of
the
machine for write-ins. Too bad

CHAS. W. BURROW

KEEP SMILING
Chiropractic Gets Sick People Well

1

Writ
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DEAD

Phone 16
Fui

MAI
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PHILLIPS'
CHIROPRATIC OFFICE

DR. F. D. PHILLIPS
Palmer Graduate
Chiropractor

Ewing Galloway:

Friday, N

222 LAKE ST.

MICRO-DYNAMETER
X-RAY

FULTON, KY.
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Officers' ME
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PHONE 1525
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In the last four decades your
correspondent has seen many
mayors make headlines. but most
of them are forgotten. One of the
first I recall was Carter H. Harrison of Chicago, but I'm not certain whether he was distinguished for constructive achievements,
for his striking appearance, or
his forensic talent. There was
Tom L. Johnson, who kept in. the
headlines for many years with
his 2-cent fare issue. He contended that the traction company in
Cleveland could make money
hauling people for two pennies
apiece. Brand Whitlock, the novelist, fought for clean politics in
Toledo. He was also a notable
humanitarian.
But get-it-done mayors have
been few. That's why the Readers' Digest for November gives
us the story of Mayor Charles
Farnsley of Louisville. Mayor
Farnsley's beef sessions, with department heads present, have attracted much attention, but he
has got many big jobs done. And
without too much ostentation.

The place to get the Farnsley
story is the Reader's Digest. It
could not even, be rehashed well
in this space. Every Kentuckian
should read the article. No public official, whether he be governor or mayor or constable, can
afford to miss it.

When It's Time To Eat
k's Time To Refresh

If Kentucky doesn't haye plenty of physicians before long it
will not be because too few young
men want to be doctors. In September a graduate of the University of Kentucky asked me to
do something to help him get into the University of Louisville
Medical School. Upon investigation. the answer was room for
100 freshmen and over 1,000 applications. Medical colleges all
over the country are said to be
crowded.
The University of Louisville
Medical College is among the
best in the Nation, which accounts in part for the large number of applicants this year. Apparently its capacity should be
quadrupled.

Furna
Gutters and
For P
St4
Olive SJ

Dick Oberlin:

Neidi#t's Okielzwaliona
Several interesting questions
amination.
were raised during the voting
County Attorney Sam Steinlast week in Jefferson County. feld was posed this one by a polls
The first question was: "What is
worker in a telephone call: "We
an honest fraud?'' The second is:
have outside, in a wheel chair,
"Where does enthusiasm for your
a cripple who is unable to get his
party end and election stealing
chair, even with help. up to the
begin?" These are questions
voting booth, he can't get in the
which certainly are common in
voting booth alone and cast his
every precinct in the state. They
vote without help. Is it all right
undoubtedly have caused some
if a representative of each party
differences of opinion between
goes in with him and helps him
election workers at the polls in
cast his ballot?"
nearly every community in the
Sam's reply was straightforCommonwealth.
Without
ward and strictly to the point.
attempting to supply any answers, He said he didn't know
of any
it seems to me they require exlaw covering that. He didn't

Li
OIL

Ask for it either way ...both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF
THE COCA•COLA COMPANY BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTL
ING CO., INC.
0 1949, The Coca•Colo
CceepaHY
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Farmers On Spending Spree;
Will Outspend City Brothers

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SER
VICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBRAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
ME.8. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL
DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'
N.

PECANS WANTED
Highest prices paid. Buying
all year, one bag or a carloa
d.
Ship to R. E. Funsten Co.
1515 Delmar Blvd.
St. Louis 3, Mo.

—See—

T. H. "Tom" Cowden

Blue Cross Increases
Phone 1S97 Union City, Team
news and trends publ
.
ished by
Country Gentleman.
Subscriber Benefits
The facts and figures
cited in
Beginning Nov. '1, benef
support of this conclusi
its to
on were
subscribers of the Blue
gleaned from Business
Week, NaCross
hospital plan were
tion's Business, The
New York
increased,
Times, the Wall Street
Lane Tynes, executive
director
and department of comm Journal
of the Community Hosp
erce reital Servcords.
ice here, announced
yesterday.
Creomulsioa relieves promptly becau
se
"Farnieu are expected to
Under the extended
benefits, it goes right to the seat of the trouble
extensivelii on their savi draw
all Blue Cross members
to help loosen and expel germ
ngs of
will have
more than 20 billion
phlegm and aid nature CO soothladea
coverage on costs of
dollars, if
e and
extraordi- heal raw, tende
necessary, in order to
r, infla
nary medicines and drug
acqui
rt!
s such as mucous membranes.Tell med bronchial
the production and
your drugg
streptomycin and penicillin
household
to sell you a bottle of Creornulsiist
up to
equipment they so much
oa
$1,000, exclusive of the
desire,"
first $25. with the understanding you must like
Hubert Jaco, principal at Ful- the report said.
Those having membersh
ip of at the way it quickly allays the cough
Nation's Business is quot
ton High School, today relea
least two years will be
or you are to have your money
ed as
sed repor
back.
entitled
ting, "Sales are slum
the list of Honor Roll stud
to 40 days' care inste
ping
ents more in
ad of the
large cities than in the
for the past six-weeks term
31 now in effect.
. To smaller
GABE B. TAYLOR
centers."
make the Honor Roll, a stud
for Coughs,ChestCsicis,Broachitis
ent
Also quoted in this stat
must have all grades of "B"
ement
Businessman and farmer, Gabe
or from Business
Week:
better.
B. Taylor of Greensburg will head
Of this group nine of the stu"Most
merchandisers
agree the March of Dimes Campaign in
dents made straight "A's"
farm
ers are spending nurre
These
free- Kentucky for 1950. Appointment
were Jerry Atkins, Jo Ann
Ellis, ly than their city brothers who of Taylor was announced today
Carmen Pigue
have
been
Tommy Nall,
socking a steadily by Neil Dalton, chairman of the
Wendell Norman, Louise
Han- larger proportion of income into Kentucky
Chapter,
National
cock, Jane White, Patsy
savings during the past
Meryear or Foundation for Infantile Paralyryman, and Dawson Huddles- more."
sis.
Stotler and Hy-Test
ton. 'fins is especially true
in apTaylor, a former mayor of
The other Honor Roll stu- pliances and farm equi
Brands; Nail or Welt
pment, ac- Gree
nsburg and president of the
cording to a survey made
dents are:
by Busi- Kent
Construction. Sizes 6-12:
ucky Bottlers Association,
ness Week, v.•hich repo
Senior Girls—Mary Ann Brad
rts that
y,
has long been active in the work
Sue F.asley, Jo Ann Ellis, Joyc the outlook for appliances
is of
e "bri
the Kentucky Chapter in the
ghter
Fields, Ann Fuzzel, Patsy Gree
n, where," in rural areas than else- fight
against infantile paralysis.
and
Rebecca Hardin,
that
sales
of hay
Anne Latta,
balers, corn combines,
CiSsy Murphy,
The new campaign chief im204 rtlain St.
cotton
Joan Nelms, pick
ers and other major item mediately calle
Fulton, Ky.
Amelia Parrish, Carmen Pigu
d a meeting of a
s
e, now easier to
buy,
Nelle Speight,
were
playDorothy Toon, ing
a major role in boosting farm
and Janice Wheeler.
equipment sales and that
Senior Boys — Jerry Atki
ns, ers "are not tightening farmBilly Mott Jones, Jerry John
their
son purse strings any more than
they
and Sidney Bard.
have to."
Junior Girls-- Betty Ann
AdThe
Business Week statements
ams, Rebecca Alexander,
Betty are supported by
a news item
Buckingham, Jean Crocker, Marquoted from the New York
Times
garet Ferguson, Betty Jean
Gor- to the effect that one of the
largdon and Nancy Wilson.
est appliance distribution
This compcmionable, S3 proof
organJunior Boys--Tommy Nall
and izations in the country has found
whiskey with its rich,smooth-asWendell Norman.
that rural sales are main
ly reSophomore Girls—Louise
silk Kentucky taste has occupied
Han- sponsible for increased orders
cock, Jo Ann Latta, Ann Lint
welcome place at festive
on, from dealers.
Patsy Merryman and Jane
The Wall Street Journal is quot
White.
Thanksgiving boards for 80
vOr
Sophomore Boys—None.
ed a% predicting that "farni
4
equipyears.Introduce yourself,today!
Freshman Girls--Hazel
Bon- ment sales stand a good chance
durant Shirley Easley, Donn of hitting a new high this
year."
a
Gail Gerling, Frederica Gibson,
atronize our Advertisers!
Shirley Rashid, Nancy Stova
ll,
and Mary Davis Weaks.
Freshman Boys — Paul Argo
,
WOO
,
Dawson Huddleston, Charles
Veterinary Service
Sevier, and Jimmy Whitnel.

Beware Coughs

From Common Colds
That HANG ON

CREOMULSION

Why Be Robbed?

Write or Telephone CEntra
l 2100

Steel Toe Safety Shoes

7.95

n I
the

Forrester's Shoe Shop

We Handle
Only

DU I'

TAYLOR'S

Dependable,
Good Quality
F1'uN
IO
)9
N CHURCH Sl.
PHONE 183

A Goo.Cotaikkhoil.
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Attention Farmers:

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Sto
ck Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

TY

FHA LOANS

HONOR STUDENTS
NAMED BY JACO

ow

E.R

committee for November
11 at
the Brown Hotel in
Louisville to
start work on the
March
of
Dimes drive to be held
January
14 through 31.

Farniers are outspending
city cousins despite a light their
downturn from the record-b
reaking
farm income level of 1948,
with
the expectation that farm
spending this year will surp
ass the
excellent 1947 record,
according
to data revealed by Rura
l Marketing, a monthly report of
farm

ald
the

far

HEADS KENTUCKY
MARCH OF DIMES

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

Notice to Members of

MOOSE LODGE NO, 1165
Fulton, Kentucky
Meeting Nights Are Changed To:
Officers' meeting, each Monday nig
ht 7:30 p.m.
Regular Lodge meetings, second and
fourth
Friday nights, each month.
NEW LOCATION OF MOOSE
HALL:
P12 CHITECII ST. — MAIN FLO
OR

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES

Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or

Replaced

For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton,Ky.

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

1
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Day or Night

hearts and flowers by

Patricia Latane
itiPitrer4

Phone 807-11

Dr.H.W.Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

Dear Patricia:
I am married and have three 1
children and I would like
to
know is there a woman in my
husbands life.
I.R.
Dear I. R.
Do you give him a cause to
want to run to another woman,
when a married man goes with
another woman there is some
thing lacking at home so take
inventory and see if he shou
ld
be running to someone else.
Dear Patricia;
I am a married woman as I
wrote you before I have done
everything that I shouldn't.
I
have taken your advise, my husband and I are getting along
fine
better than we were the day
we
married now I have one
more
question. I would like for you
to
answer. do you think
if I go
join the church and start
going
every day that God woul
d forgive me of my sins?
M.B.
Dear M. B.
Yes, when you join the chur
ch
you are then washed of
your
,sins that if if you live a
good
Christian life after you join
the
church and I certainly hope
you
do, because I know that you
don't
want to do things you shou
ldn't
so go ahead and join the
church
and things will be okay.

"Uniformly Fine
Since 1869"

Or Call 78

_Y WHISKEY
—A BLEND
'
Os

NATIONAL DlifILLERS PRODUCTS CORP.,
NEW YORK, N. Y. • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIR
ITS

Look at the Record!

CHEVROLET ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS
PREF'ERRED OVER NEXT MAKE
BY MORA THAN 2 TO I*
Nem Is clear-cut endlorsement by hoc&
buyers mid
users as revealed by official nagistaxfi
on figures-and what's more, Chevrolet buck
s outsell the neat
two makes combined.* That's the rece
rd—ssow leak
al the reasons. Look at Chevrolet'
s sturdy construeHon, rugged power with economy,
handling ease and
lents. Look cri all the *rho adva
ntages of
Chevrolet trucks and then add the lowe
d list pricer ia
the industry. Now you know why
Chavrolet trucks
lead them all! Come in and let us
show you
tell
you the full story of Chevrolet truck
value!
Official
Registration
Figures ( rring
Chevrolet Weight Class For The
Ten ,.ontbs.
Dec. 1948 - Sept. 1949.
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Call 75.

Weather bad? In a big hurry?
Too far to walk E
downtown and back? A PH
ON
E CALL to E
"75" brings our
good foods to your
door! We give
prompt delivery,
choice groceries
and meats,

SAWYER'S MARKET
an'

Featuring VALVE-IN-HEAD

ENGINES--Greater power par
doefm, how oust
per load • DIAPHRAGM SPRING CLUTC
H—Smooth endagranent • SYNCH
F10MESH TRANSMISSIONS—Quick, smoot
h shifting • HYPOID REAR
AXLES—
times stranger than spiral bevel type
• DOUBLE-ARTICULATED
BRAKES—.
Complete driver control • WIDE8ASE WHEELS— lerraased
bre reflood* •
ADVANCE-DESIGN STYLING—VVith
the Cab that "'Breather- •
BAlL-TYPIE
STEEHINEi--Laster handling• UNITDESIGN BOGILS--Precroo
n took

CITY MOTOR COMPANY

110 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 38
.

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentum
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The Woman's Page
ELIZABETH

wrrry, Editor,

PHONE 926

HOMEMAKERS
MEET WITH
MRS. BROWN
The making of fabric coverings
for lamp shades was demonstrated by Mrs. Raymond Harrison
and Mrs. Harold Williamson,
Home Furnishings leaders for
the Victory Homemakers Club.
Attractive lamp shades that fit
mto a new decorative scheme
can be easily made. The material
and color should be suitable to
the room in which the lamp is to
be used.
The club met Tuesday, November 15 in the home of Mrs. H. C.
-Brown with Mrs. Harold Wil-

live vIsitors, Mrs.'Parks Wheel- Fifteen members reported twenlliir1V-three
si
Brown, Fulton Club, Mrs. Ed cards and sixteen florals sent.
Plans were made to fix a box
Williamson, Mrs. Etta Wade and
Mrs. Robert Thompson, Palestine for overseas relief ,and all members are asked to bring good
Club.
The Christmas meeting will be used clothing, bedding or sewat Cliftcrest, colonial home of ing material to the manse not
later than Monday, Nov. 21.
Mrs. L. A. Clifton.

er,-Mot-ago-wry -club,--Mrs. L. -C.

Friday, November 18, 1949

ov.er the ,business session.
Mrs. Eva Cochran conducted
the program and was assisted by
Mrs. Will Willingham,. Mrs. John
Dawes anQ Mrs. Hastings. The
meeting closed with prayer by
Mrs. J. W. Cheniae.
During the social hour the hostess served delicious refreshments.
The circle will have a Cbristmas dinner December 13. All
members are urged to be present.

liamson as co-hostess.
Mrs. Harold Copeland, presi-I
EAST FULTON CIRCLE
dent, presided over the business MRS. BELL
HAS MEETING WITH
session. Mrs. T. R. Williamson HONORS CLUB
51RS. C. W. BURROW
was elected as delegate to Farm WITH LUNCHEON
Mrs. C. W. Burrow was hostand Home Week and Mrs. RayMrs. Ernest Bell compliments
mond Harrison as alternate. The the members of the East Fulton ess to the East Fulton Circle of UNEEDUS CIRCLE
- at MEETS MONDAY AT
club also voted to have a pot Rook Club and five guests with the First Methodist Church.
31ETRODIST CHURCH
luck supper and party at Lodges- a lovely one o'clock luncheon her home on Jefferson street.
Mrs. Grace Griffin, chairman,
The Uneedus Circle of the
ton school December 2 for mem- Thursday at her home on Maple
called the meeting to order and First M.ethodist Church
met
avenue.
bers and their families.
,
Monday evening at the church.
Beautiful arrangements of col- gave the devotional.
The Recreation Leader, Mrs. J.
Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt gave an
Hostesses were Mrs. Milton
R. Powell, led the group in play- orful fall flowers added beauty
interesting article "The Mustard Exum, Mrs. Noel Barnes and Mrs.
ing Market and State-Wise and to the house.
A delectable two course lunch- Seed People." taken from the Herman Drewery.
Thanksgiving
in singing the
The meeting opened with a
eon was served at the beautifully Methodist Woman. Irene Boaz
Prayer.
conducted the Bible lesson and song followed by prayer by Mrs.
A delicious pot luck lunch was decorated dining table covered was ably assiSted
by' Mrs. J. S. Howard Edwards. Mrs. Homer
served to nineteen members and with a lace cloth and centered Pope, Mrs. Griffin, -Mrs.
Eunice Wilson, chairman, conducted the
with a nartistic arrangement of
chrysanthemums in a low bowl Robinson, Mrs. Lewis Graham, business session.
Mrs. C. J. Bowers and Mrs. 011ie
Mrs. Harold Holladay was proon mirrored plaque.
gram leader and presented an inFollowing the luncheon games Walker.
A donation was taken for Beth- teresting program. Her subject
of rook were enjoyed during the
afternoon. Mrs. Lynn Taylor was lehem center of used -clothing. was "The Mustard Seed People of
OPTOMETRIST
high scorer for the afternoon thread. pencils talgets and etc. Faith." Mrs. Milton Exum gave
and was given a vase of beautiful Any member not present who the interesting
Bible
lesson
Announces with pleasure the opening of his
chrysanthemums and Mrs. G.W. wants to donite to this great "Women of the Scriptures outprofessional office for the practice of
Dimmitt was low scorer and re- cause can take their donations to side the Home." She was assisted
Optometry in all its branches.
Mrs. Warren Graham at Grah- by Mrs. Frank Wiggins.
ceived a potted plant.
Delicious refreshments were
Guests attending were Mes- am's Furniture Store.
at
There were nineteen members served to twenty six members
dames, G. W. Dimmitt, Hattie
206 Main Street Wood. Mace McDade, R. M. Bel- and one visitor, Mrs. Herbert and two visitors Mrs. C. E. Hawkins and Mrs. -Howard Edwards.
lew and C. W. Burrow. Members Vaughn at the meeting.
(Formerly Kirkland Jewelry Store)
attending were Mesdames. TayPractice deroted to examination, analysis
; FULTON LADIES
lor, I. H. Read, Dick Bard, Earl CIRCLE NU31BER
and rehabilitation of the Visual Functions.
ENJOY BRIDGE
Boaz. Eunice Robinson and Jim FITE MEETS WITH
MRS. N. T. 31ORSE
Hutcherson.
AT STRATA CLUB
(Evening 13:4 Appointment)
Circle Number Five of the
The Strata Club was the scene
F rst Baptist Church met in the of a lovely dessert bridge given
MRS. PATTERSON
Office Hours 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
home of Mrs. N. T. Morse at 2:30 Thursday at one thirty by MesGUEST SPEAKER AT
Phone 1158
Monday, afternoon with twelve, dames, P. J. Trinca, A. B. RobGARDEN DEPARTMENT
The garden department of the members present.
erts and Russell Pitchfora.
The meeting opened with prayWoman's Club met Friday at the
A delicious dessert, nuts and
er by Mrs. Carl Hastings. Mrs. coffee were served at beatitifully
Club home.
The meeting was well attend- T. T. Boaz, chairman. presided aopointed tables centered with I
ed and the business session was
presided over by the chairman.
Mrs. Jess Fields.
Selling of rosebushes to beautithe
fy. the town was discussed and
the department was in favor of
the proiect.
Mrs. J. H. Patterson. Jr., was
imp oved
USED
guest sneaker and in her pleasing
and interesting manner told of
OLIVER CRAWLER TRACTOR
the origin of the "African Violet"
teekS '1A‘
and the derivation of its name.
3 YearE Old—S750.00
She gave some interesting information on the planting of roses
in order to get best results.
Two coKitests on African violets
were held and prizes were awardIth Street
FULTON, KY.
-ed Mrs. C..E. Hawkins and Mrs.
J. B. Henson. An African violet
was presented to Mrs. Patterson
as a gift from the club. The hostesses Mesdames, G. W.
Dimmitt. W. L. Carter, Fred
Worth, J. L. Jones. Sr., and Bob
Fowlkes._

artistic

arrangements. of bronie
chrysanthemums and lighted yellow tapers in bronze holders encircled with inagnolia leaves.
At the head table a,lovely center arrangement of yellow chrysanthemums arranged with tiny
chrysanthemums in a crystal
bowl and flanked with yellow
tapers added to the beauty of the
scene.
Miss Ann Godfrey was high
scorer for the. afternoon, Mrs.
Morgan Omar, second high and
Mrs. Frank Brady third. Mrs
Robert Batts won the door and
Mrs. E. E. Williamson low and
Mrs. Horton Baird bridge bingo.
Coca-Colas were served during
— —

A
FIARE
TRUNK

• New "Comfort Cat" Styling!
• New Nylon elastic Waistband for longer wedarl
• New Quick drying Swanton* fabric!

Here's the greatest undie "buy" in years! MINIKINS are
brief as a wink ... fit as smooth as a suntan and they're
mode of Swantone, the new rayon that needs no ironing and washes and dries in jiffy. You'll want at least
a half dozen at this real budget price. All three styles
in tearose, pink, blue, black, white, maize, nile, orchid
S,zes 4 to 8.

Blue Swan Jersey, Lace-Trim Gowns
$1.98 and $2.98
•
Blue Swan Jersey Panties
2 Pairs for $1.00
Santa Claus Will Soon Be Here!
Only 31 Shopping Days Until
Christmas

The Leader Store
434 Lake St.

Fulton

WESLEYAN GUILD
MEETS MONDAY
WITH MRS. BUGG
Mrs. Leland Bugg was hostess
to the Wesleyan Guild of the
First Methodist Church Monday
evening at her home on Jackson
street.
Mrs. Bugg conducted the business session. The members of the
Guild will serve the snack supper
for the young peop
.
le Sunday
night.
Mrs. Erlene McKinnon, in her
interesting manner, gave the
Bible lesson, "Great Women of
the Bible.''
The hostess served a delicious
dessert plate and coffee.
MISSION SOCIETY
MEETS MONDAY
WITH MRS. RUEB
The missionary society of the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
met Monday in the home of Mrs.
E. Rueb with Mrs. E. O. Deweese
as leader of the month. Her
Ltheme was "The Needs of Other
r People."
Mrs. J. H. Roper read John
seventeenth chapter, seventeen
through twenty one verses and
gave the devotional topic "The
Hope of the World."
; Other talks were "Why the
Needs Overseas" given by Mrs
J. H. Lawrence, 'A Glimpse into
Faraway Places" by Mrs. G. G.
Bard, "I Have Compassion on the
Multitudes" by Mrs. Deweese.
Mrs. J. M. Fry, vice chairman,
conducted the business session.

WE GUA,
quality al
;to you thi

Keroser
Keroser

Phial

32`' Milkmaker

$4.00 cwt.

Milkmaker

3.60 cwt.

Milkmaker

3.40 cwt.

16'7Special Dairy

2.75 cwt.

Calf Starter
Super Laying Mash

4.70 cwt.

FAIWi
eta
auvr

4.20 cwt.
•

FOli

WE ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF
INGREDIENT FEEDS
Tankage

$6.95 cwt.

Cottonseed Meal

3.65 cwt.

Soy Bean Meal

4.00 cwt.

Shorts

3.20 cwt.

Wheat Bran Midcls

3.20 cwt.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
402 Main St.

Fulgton

SOVTNER
STATE
=gt

Phone 399

Announcing The Opening Of Our

PRIVATE FITTING ROOM
—and—

Alew, effLiteted 2012cadmeiti
Trusses, Abdominal Supports, Braces
Elastic Hosiery, Supporters, Abdominal Belts
We are now fully equipped to supply any kind of needs in this line. We invite you to come in,
let us show you our supplies, and discuss with you your needs.

RUPTURED?

ELASTIC HOSIERY
Comfort, uniform prmture and long w•ar
can b• obtain•d only from Elastic
Hosimy that is sci•ntifically constructed
front fresh, liv• rubber and the bmt
quality of silk and linen materials.
Every piece of Elastic Hosiery sold In
our storm is manufactured mpecially for us,
under our own specifications, and carries our
Guarantee of clualitY .nd
satisfactory service.
Ow complete stock of
S•arrilms or Seamed
Hosiery consists of: Anklets, Knm Caps Leggings
Stockings,•tc ,
and G
in fins different grades of
silk •nd linen. E.Peri
aimed fitters always on
duty. No charge for consultation and ittingi
Reasonable prices.
ELASTIC HOSIERY
NON•SKID SPOT PAD
TRUSSES
ABDOMINAL
SU PPORTERS
SHOULDER BRACES

r

Open Formula Feeds

WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO.

MRS. CLIFTON
COMPLIMENTS
ART DEPARTMENT
Mrs. L. A. Clifton was hostess
t(:) the Art Department of the
Woman's Club at her home, Cliftcrest, on Central avenue.
The lovely home was beaut
fully decorated throughout with
arrangements of chrYsanthemurns.
Dut to the illness of the chairman, Mrs. R. M. Alford, Mrs.
Gordon Baird was appointed as
the new chairman.
Mrs. Cecil Burnett and Mrs.
Georgie Mattingly were welcomed as new members.
Miss Mary Martin, leader for
the afternoon, gave an interesting talk on "Old Silver." The
study for tho year will be varied
rts.
The hostess served a lovely
salad plate to eight members .and
the two new members.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boyd and
daughter, Barbara Ann have returned from .Springfield, Ill.,
where they attended the wedding
of Marilyn Ann Frances and William Boyd Stokes.

SOUTHERN STATES

iHENATION'S NUMBER ONE UNDIE VALUE!

cniniHins

Out of town guests were, Mrs.
Robert Koelling of Chicago, Mrs.
H. L. Waterfield of Clinton, Mrs..
Ed Roberts and Mrs. Warren
Johnson of Water Valley.

Ft
,,„„„.„

Keroser
Keroser

DR. J. W. TOSH

FOR SALE

the games.
Tea guests were Mesdames,
Ruth Scott, Herman Drewery, C.
E. Hodges, Howard Shaw, Charles
Reams,. Bob McKnight, and
Charles Andrews.

Friday,

ABDOMINAL SUPPORTERS
Surgica Belts
3. moot arc daily awning

•Experimenting with questionable trusses
at the expense of your health will prove
costly. See your Physician at once fnr the
proper diagnosis and we will
hie
prescription to his entire satisfaction.
If your condition has already been determined and you are not securing the
proper comfort or relief, pay u• • visit at
once •nd be tonviormi that under competent hands, truss fitting ha• been reduce,'
to • science elimin•ting all alien-work.

rh000(na.

riou to -ibtair elir.
-ander_ .7
erearsns mrrectlo ittec Abdominal *sp.
oorters
A men, wig
iupporter Inv oe
mac' or ever. tbdomina` sihnew ncludneternity
mg, lbesity
slier. itein.ch.
-ast•opersitive ,store 'Hee tn. These
sunorter web. nture
7111kint MOomic• mrrections.
experiencer itten Ant zladly
Semonstrete he Jariout .ype,
1blomina Supporters 'eaturing he atmtec ION-SKIE days. abc Elastic
Hosiery VON-SKID Spar Pad True..
Shoulde 3races.
Quality the oast — ence the ovine

We feature the famous line of Non-Slrid
Spot Pad Trune• which hold the rupture
with • frartion of the peeeseire required hy
other appliances Wr also have a complete
smortment of Ahclornin•I Snpporters, Elastic
Hosiery, Shoulder Braces, etc.

Calvert
Schenley
Sunny Br(
Bond & L
Three Feat
Four Roses
Hill & Hill
King Blacl

Old Taylor
Old Crow
Yellowston
I. W. Harp
Old Fitzger
Ky. Tavern
James E. P
Poinde

Seagram
Gordon's
Schenley
Calvert

Ancient Ag
Lem Moth,
Early Time
Boston Spo
Walker's D
Old Charte
01(1 Stag, 3
Glenmore,
Jat k Danie
Old Log Cs
Eche Sprin
Still Brook
ml Moore

Black and
White Hors
Teachers H
Old Angus

Seagram V.

Southern CI
Garden Clu

Carioca
Ron Rica

VSO Brand
Lem Mot's);

Merito--Gal
Garrets VA
Bardenheir'
Petri Sherr,
Champagne
Taylor's Sh
Mogen Davi
Bardenheir'

FOR
The largest

City Drug Co.
408 LAKE ST.

C. H. 31eDaniel, Phar; Owner
TOM MADDOX, Manager

PHONES 70-428

FINE W11
Located
- We
P.
O. W.

You A

19
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Free Delivery Siegel New
On orders of 20 gallons or more in Mull and
50 gallons or
More in rural areas on
4

KEROSENE 61 FUEL OIL
WE GUARANTEE all of our products to be of the highest
quality at all times; we welcome the opportunity
te prove
4o you that our service is the best.

Telephone 9188, Day or Night
Kerosene at station: 1-20 gals __
____15c
Kerosene at station: 20 gals up
__131Ac
Kerosene delivered in city: (20 gal. up)__131
Kerosene delivered in country (50 gal. up)131 2c

PIPELINE GAS CO.
Phone 918s

Fil ton

FosiognoEs

Phone 9188

pg;06

FOR THANKSGIVING
BLENDED WHISKEY

t.
t.
t.

Seagram 7
Calvert Reserve
Schenley
Sunny Brook
Bond & Lillard
Three Feathers
Four Roses
Hill & Hill
King Black Label

P. M. DeLuxe
Old Thompson
Cream of Kentucky
Paul Jones
Sir John Schenley
Hunter
Lord Calvert
W. Imperial
Fleishman
BONDED WHISKEY

Old Taylor
Old Crow
Yellowstone
I. W. Harper
Old Fitzgerald
Ky. Tavern
James F. Pepper
01,I Pwndexter

13rown-Kaiser
Old Grand Dad
Old Forester
Overholt Rye
Medley Bro.
Charter Oak
T. W. Samuels

Seagram
Gordon's
Schenley
Calvert

Mary Nell Page
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Haman,
Beverly - ansl Pauline Haman
were in Paducah shopping Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jeffress
and Patricia had dinner Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins and Mary Nell Page. In
the afternoon they visited the
Buried City in Wickliffe and also
Cairo.
W. H. Taylor, a student at
Memphis State College, spent the
weekend in Fulton visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Winstead
and Jerry spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Turberville of
Dresden.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Taylor
spent Saturday with Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Taylor and Mrs. Edith Nall.
Cornell Sisson and Miss Maude
Sisson spent Sunday afternoon
with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Fagan
in Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey spent
Sunday with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. G. A. Adarns in Murray.
Miss Scasie Mae Butler of Pilot
Oak spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Simons.

Mr. and Mrs. Otis LeCornu
spent Saturday night with Mr.
Dough Gillam and Mrs. Addie
Gillam and Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Neely.
Mrs. William E. Archer was
dismissed from the Fuller Gillam
Hospital in Mayfield Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy McCollum
spent Saturday with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby McCollum.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle spent
the weekend with his father. J.
E. Ruddle of Farmington, K
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Butler and
Lucille Holland spent Saturday
with Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates.
Parts of the factory are getting that new look. The shipping
office and front office are already finished. The office girls
have done something toward giving them the new look by adding some pot plants and really
look nice.

FULTON
MS 2571

STRAIGHT BOURBON

ALAN

4.1246

4

Sun.-Mon- Nov. 20-21
. R„fyt
II MT(
SIMI PS
ISM 3
Ma

tor I.

40'

:••

Bacardi

BRANDIES
Lairds Apple
Garden Club Apple

WINES
Merito—Gallo—Rama
Garrets VA-Dare
Bardenheir's Port Sherry Muscatel, Claret
Petri Sherry Muscatel
Champagne, Cooks and Roma
Taylor's Sherry
Mogen David
Bardenheir's Old Fashion

The

The targest and most complete stock in Western Kentucky of
FINE WHISKEYS, LIQUERS, GINS, WINES, BRANDIES,
AND RUMS

Iou Are Always Welcome At Our Store

1Make no mistake about it. If
the anti-trust lawyers sucfeed
in putting A&P out of business, you will find your food
bill is higher.

..,Ii

Armours

Fulton Lodge No. 1265

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

CANNED FOODS
GREEN GIANT PEAS
NIBLETS CORN
CRANBERRY SAUCE
PEACHES ca"lim.ma
APPLE SAUCE
CHERRIES
PUMPKIN
SAUER KRAUT
GREEN BEANS
TOMATOES
APRICOTS
BARTLETT PEARS
HOMINY
TUNA FISH
CHUM SALMON
CORN
NAVY BEANS
OLEOMARGARINE
FtOUR
CHED
CHOCOLATE CREAM DROPS
FRUIT PIES
LAYER (AKE

History's Most Wicked

41(

12-0Z. CAN

Golden Whole Grain

12 OZ. CANS

2

Ocean Spray

Halves or Slices (In Syrup)

12-0Z CAN

49(

Armours

CHILI-CON-CARNE

29;.'

Red or Black Pitted

NO. 2 CAN

A & P Fancy

NO. 2%2 CAN

Fancy

NO. 21/2 CANS

2

Castle Haven Cut

NO. 2 CAN
NO. 2 CANS

2

NO. 21/2 CAN

CORNED BEEF HASH

33(

y, TIN

• NO.

Perfect Strike

NO. 2 CAN

3

18`
5 LBS. 39'
,
1(
1-LB. CTN.

25

LB. BAG.
LB. LOAF

American Cheese "(si

1-LB. BOX

FRESH BAKED

EA.

Caramel Iced White

19(

Fu II Dressed (18 to 20 lb.
avg.)
IB

TURKEYS

HOT TAMALES
16-0Z. JAR

24i

EA.

PEANUT BUTTER
34(

Good or Dawn

BACON

Sliced

1.18.

Bouillon Cubes

Chow Mein Noodles
16 oz.

. 18c
14c

SWIFTS

Luncheon Meat 12-0Z CAN

BORAX

17c

Chili Powder

Pkg

MEXENE

410

STRONG HEART

oo.,

3 15.2 oz. cans . 21C

'
A

Jit tzt..
..:
,
fu.;
,,,Ef 00.-wor-tagE/
- \,-.-.. ii:V= 3:wrz„

39',

Lb Bag

ClifEnSTNUTS

LB.

19c

STALEYS STARCH
NESTLES COCOA

,

_ 19'
19(

LBS.

29(

Texas

YAMS

12c
Lb. Pkg.

3

. 29c

A&P SELF SERVICE

KEYKO OLEOMARGARINE
COLORED QUARTERS

CLAPP'S

PINEAPPLE

BABY FOOD

25(

1"

24 SIZE STAI.K

14c

ISABELLA CRUSHED

NO. 2 CAN

CRANBERRIES

1-Lb. Pkg.

DOG FOOD

'00411100/1"
11.71;a
OF 11%

,,,..,

.1••••

16-0z. Pkg.

2

Two Big Hits

.... na.,

49'

Florida

28c

20 Mule Team

SHOW TIME 2:00

BRIMSTONE '

BAG
LB

1-Lb. Can

BORAXO .

PREM

Thanksgiving
Day Special

fe;vm
AnOld

ORANGES 8

20c

Hand Soap

Chop Suey, meatless No. 2 can 34c

Thursday
Friday - Saturday

Our n

35
49c

Ctn. of 12

HERB-OX

CHINESE FOODS
Bean Sprouts

,

49'

GRAPEFRUIT 8

Cello Bag

BRIDE OF
VENGEANCE

IOUS i

$1.49
69c
25'
39'
49'

Texas

Sugar Cured
SMO PICNICS

21'

1-LB. CAN

Sure Gooti

-O-BIT

2r

NO. 21/2 CAN
NO. 2%2 CAN

SunnY"eld Plain

Armours

2r
25'
15'
11'

20 OZ. CANS

New Crop

With Beans ID 07. CAN

16-07,. ('AN

No. 2V2 Can

A & P Fancy

California Flakes and Chunks

CHOPPED HAM

10"

NO. 300 CANS

IONA

LAC1101'

NOV. 24-25-26

,,

NO. 303 CAN

Dolly Madison

LUNCHEON MEAT

12-02. JAR

PAULETTE GODDARI)
JOHN LUND
in

I...._

Fancy

Calinirnia. Halves in SYruP

PETER PAN

Tues.-Wed. Nov. 22-23
imminmonsinsms

I

LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE

IONA

Armours

GLENN FORD CHARLES COBURN
61.011JA DE HAVEN JANET LEIGH
. BRUCI BE NNEIT

FORD LIQUOR STORE
- We appreciate very flinch your patronage
P. C. Ford
"Happy" Rogan
O. W. McPherson
Polly Yates

Because this saves us mrney, we are able to pa
.
ss along
these savings to our customers
in the form of lovver prices.
The anti-trust lawyers have
asked the court to order us to
get rid of our manufacturing
facilities, which would put an
end to all these savings.

DEVILED HAM

r::.'i DOCTOR
and the GIiiii_

1,,,uthcrn Comfort
Garden Club (Peach and Apricot)
RUM

C. E. LOWE, Sec'y.

•
''

LIQUERS

at 4:00 P. M.
All members are urged to Attend.

's

aV

Located near the viaduct; Across from Standard Station
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 1100

Here is just one of a nu.mber of reasons: We manufacture many of the quality foods
we sell in our stores, zilch as
Bokar, Fted Circle and Eight
o'clock coffees, Ann Page
foods, White House milk, and
many others.

3 1-4 OZ. CAN
1

VSO Brandy
Lem Motlows APPle

Why will food prices go up
if the anti-trust lawyers win
their. suit to put A&P out of
business?

at''We.
"'

Haig & Haig
Vat 69
Ballantines

Canadian Club

SUNDAY NOVEMBR 20TH

A&P GIVES SMALL BUDGETS A BIG BREAK WITH
NEW PACK

CUSTOMERS'
CORNER

Armours

1111.

SPECIAL NOM;
There will be a special initiation cerent
ony conducted by tly
Union City Ritual Te..m

Whde Cream StYle

"CVIIC14°E"
DEttpliti—
,„,„,. weal
gm wt. •
----,— .
Cc::: 14°
"

CANADIAN

Carioca
Ron Rica

never thought a funeral was a
suecess unless the whole congregation was in tears. With his tendencies funerals were tearful, as
well as on many other occasions
when he could move the congregation to tears with a normal sermon,,
Today there are approximately 150 resident members, but
according to Mrs. Stilley, 43 members, including "children,
old
folks arid dogs," built the church
on Commercial avenue.
Through the years the work
of
its members, many now
deceased
is recalled. R. H.
Wade, R. E.

DONNA

, ,,Ikti
LADD REED
,•

I

SCOTCH

Seagram V. O.

(Contmuea front page one)

' Armours

Today Thru Sat.
'`"olgraiii..-r.
CAPP... AgA
1\

\PST 307/0PlIG

Black and White
White Horse
Teachers Highland Cream
Old Angus

Stilley, M. F. DeMyer, J. M. Fry,
and others have left their imprints of generosity and devotion
in the work of the church.
The church was the first in
the city to ever have a woman
minister conduct a service here.
This was back in 1902 when Mrs.
L. M. Woolsey conducted,a "protractedyrieeting" and brought together many of the denominations in true Christian feeling.
Yes, on Sunday, When the new
Hammond organ lifts its tones in
joyous song, it will also be singing the praises to the faithfu
l
workers past and present, of tkis
faithful congregation whose
members have been a guiding
influence in the city and county
for
more than half a century.

TREET

GINS
Kinsey
Gilbey's
Fleishmann's

Ancient Age
Jim Beam
Motlow's Private Stuck
Early Times, 5 yrs. 90 pr.
Boston Spot Bottle 86 proof, 3 yrs,
Walker's DeLuxe, 6 yrs. 86'pr.
Old Charter. 6 yrs. 86 pr.
Old Stag, 3 yrs. 86 proof.
Glenmore. 90 pr...
Jat k Daniels
Bourbon
old Log Cabin
Eche Springs
St ill Brook
TOM Moore

Presbyterians

Strained

3 JARs 29( 2

Chopped
Jars 29(

1-LB. CTN.

39(

CAMPFIRE

Marshmallows
1.LB. CTN.

29(

swErrliFART
S02,12
Reg Size

2

BARS

Brightens & Whiten

BLU-WHITE
FLAKES
2'2 OZ. PKG. 9(

V l'aua
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GRAND OLE OP'RY
TO GO OVERSEAS
The cast of the 24-year-old
"Grand Ole Op'ry" radio show
from Station WSM, Nashville,
left Nov. 13 for a two-week
tour of American Air Force bases in Europe, the Department of
Defense said Wednesday.
The show will entertain at
nine bases in Europe, and on the
return trip will perform at Burtonwood. England, the Azores
7. and Newfoundland.
The cast will total 26, including
Roy Acuff, hillbilly musician;
"Red" Foley, singing master- of
ceremonies, and Minnie Pearl,
eonunedienne.
One of the oldest shows in radio, "Op'ry" will return to Nashville Nov. 27.

FARM
LOANS
UP TO 20
YEARS - EASY
PAYMENTS
—See—

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
INSURANCE
LOANS
Fulton, Kentucky

New Wage & Hour Law Will
Put More Dollars In Fulton
What effect the new wage and
hour law, signed by President
Truman in late October, will
have on Fulton business houses,
is yet undetermined a survey
made by the..News revealed yesterday.
The law, which lifts the minimum wage to 75 cents an hour
from the present minimum of 40
cents, will affect such firms doing business in inter-state commerce. Among these are: Swift
and Company, Fulton Pure Milk,
Browder Milling Company, Henry I. Siegel Company, Fulton Ice
Company and others .who sell
manufactured goods in other
States.

According.to a well-informed
source (the manual of rules has
not issued) employees of the
Illinois Central Railroad and other railroads are not specifically
covered by the new law since
railroads are governed by wage
and hour regulations under the
Railway Retirement. Act.
A spokesman for the Henry I.
Siegel Company, which is at
present employing nearly 500 people, said that a majority of their
employees would be affected.
With a beginner's wage of 50
cents, ten cents above the old
minimum, the factory has not
received its instructions from
the home office as to the exact
amount the new law will increase its payrolls.
The Fulton Ice Company, which
employs more than 50 persons
during its peak season will be
materially affected, since only a
few of employees are in a bracket to justify the minimum wage
tinder the new law.
Browder Milling Company told
the News that their company
falls into the new wage law, but
that even prior to the passage of

the law, arrangements were being raade to bring all of their
employees above the new wage
minimum. Only a small number
were being paid below the new
minimum.
Taking into consideration the
many firms doing inter-State
commerce here, a sizeable amount of additional payroll revenue should reach the registers of
local business houses.

ific.2eocl
From The Home Demonstra
tion Agent From Fulton Co

Hiii-tiemakers Club
Hickman
Room on Wednesday, November
2, with twentitthree leaders present. The trai ing school was conducted by Mi Venice Lovelady,
Homes Furnishing Specialist.
Worn and soiled covers had
been removed from old lamp
shades and the frames rapped
and ready for the new coverings.
Miss Lovelady demonstrated
the making of patterns and the
different steps in cutting and
putting on both lining and covering.
When the day was over the
leaders had their shades in various stages of completion, ready
to be shown at the November club
meetings.
Brownsville ieaders, Mrs. Guy
Barnett and Mrs. Alfred Graves
reported one work meet'ng for
converting coal-oil to electric
lamps in addition to their regular
meeting.
Mrs 0 L Sutton leader of
Most Complete Stock

Friday, November 18, 1949

absence
Western club by her
without a subStitute broke Fulton
Couhty's record for perfect attendance.
In addition to the above the
following leaders and substitutes
were present.

and Mrs. Oliver Kash; Hickman,
Airs. Claude Middleton and Mrs.
T. If. Streeter: Montgomery, Mrs.
J. M. McCollum and Mrs. Park
Wheelar; Palestine, Mrs. John
Verhine and Mrs. Frank Stroud:
Rush Creek, Mrs. Billy Henry
Bennett, Mrs. Smith Brown and Mrs. Harvey Bondurant; Syand Mrs. Harry Hancock; Browns lavn Shade, Mrs. Leonard Shuff
ville, Mrs. Alfred Graves and and Mrs. Robert Brasfield; VieMrs. Guy Barnett; Gayee, Mrs.
Billie McGehee and Mrs. W. B.
Sowell; Crutchfield, Mrs. John
McClanahan and Mrs. Clyde Corum; Fulton, Mrs. L. C. Brown

tory, Mrs. Raymond Harrison
and' Mrs. HatOld Williamson;
Western, Mrs. J. C. Lawson substituting fur Mrs. L. B. Abernathy.
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Man's primary allegiance is to
his vision of truth, and he is under obligation to affirm it—Jane
Addams.

Who
was with
A. F. be
It seem
C. R. B.
anything

I belie‘
getting a

Accurate
WOR1CMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accuratey Repaired at Low Coet by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

co_der
WRECKER AND
GARAGE

24-HOUR
SERVICE
Phone 293

In West Kentucky

DAY OR
NIGHT
Fulton County Homemakers
have learned to make stitched
fabric lamp shades under thd
instriptions of University of Kentucky specialist. The second in a
series of six home furnishing
training Meetings was held in the
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LiQuORS

442 Lake Street

•
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HAINLINE'S
EAST STATE LINE

Phone 237
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WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME

BI

408 Eddings Street

Ann Whitnel

Ralph Breeden

Licensed 1Funeral Director

Apprentice Funeral Director

P. C. Jones,
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Neotsteky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, In&
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WINES

springs, a husky, steady-traveling
understructure, cushions that are
deep and soft and wide enough to
let you spread yourself a bit.

WHISKEY
RUM

GIN

Even that extra swelling of the
chest that comes from owning a car
you know everyone respects and
admires.

LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STME
Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

Fulton

UST what do you see in this handjsome, tidy-sized Buick SPECIAL
pictured here?

The smartest bit of automobile
styling on the road today? The
standout beauty of tapering fenders
—the sturdy protection of a wholly
new front-end design?
The prestige that's in the Buick
name— the solid, road-wise steadiness Buick has always stood for?

PERSONAL MAID AND
VALET SERVICE FOR

Your chance to get in on the perfect
smoothness of Dynaflow Drive*—
this being the lowest-priced car on
which that sensaiional new transmission is available?
*Optional al eXtra COIL

They're all therc,every one of those
things. And for a good reason that
may go a bit beyond the usual idea
in designing an automobile.
For,a long while ago,we graduated
from the idea that a motorcar is
merely a means of getting about.
The rvay you travel is pretty important too. The lift that's yours in
knowing there's no prettier picture
anywhere on the highways. The
"kick" there is in a power plant
that's lively and eager and always
ready to get in on the fun.
The comfort that's found in all-coil

In a word—your happiness. It's
never out of our mind in planning
this car—nor in making very sure
each dollar of cost gives you the
greatest possible benefit.
That's why we rather proudly ask
you to go see—and try—this Buick
SPECIAL. It's priced like a six, in
spite of the fact that like all Buicks,
it's a big-powered Fireball valvein-head straight-eight.
And we honestly believe that it puts
a lower price tag on your motoring
happiness than any other car you
can buy today! See your Buick
dealer and find out about that.

SPEC/6444Y NOW

ALL CLOTHES!
and pressed
Your every garment, cleaned
individual attention
receives
PARISIAN
at
Just one of many
and fine nersonal care!
PARISIAN! Call 14
at
found
services
fine
today!

PA RISIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners

When better nistonnohiles
tore Inuit
BIWA Will build them

•
YOUR KEY TO GREATER VALUE

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky
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Who liras the Senior girl T. S.
was with Monday night? Could
A. F. be the girl?
It seems J. F. has been dating
C. R. B. quite a bit lately. Could
anything be serious abort this?
I believe A. L. and S. M. are
getting along better these days.

I wish they would hurry up and
patch things up.
Well, 1 believe •D. C. has decided he doesn't want to be a
bachelor all his life. When I saw
him with H. W. last Friday night
there was a gleam in his eye.
Could anybody tell me who
the strange boy R. F. H. was with
last Sunday night? What about
that, T. G.?
For the past week I have helrd
people calling "Seymour." J. F.

would you please tell me where
JUNIOR NEWS
you got the name.
Our "Fashion Follies" went ovI'd like to tell Jack Thorpe er with a big bang Tuesday night.
that he made such a cute little Songs, dance and the latest fashgiri in the Junior Follies Tues- ions modeled by the male beauday night.
'ties of Fulton.
Miss Wiseman came in first
N. S. has mailed a letter almost
every day to Martin since school dressed in a flowery swim suit
started. What could be so in- with her 'brown curls peeping
teresting in Martin N. S.? Could out from under her swim cap.
it be W. M.?
That most sophisated Mrs. GregThere is a certain Senior girl ory came with a darling black
that has picked up a new nick- evening dress and carrying a
name just recently. She got this lacy pink handkerchief.
We
name by wearing her "red skirt." thank all of them for their participation.
What about this, S. S. Easley?
All the main projects are over
A. M. was really mad at D. C.
Wednesday morning in Home Ec now. Guess we can rest a little
D. C. what happened in Algebra and save our money for the carnival, which, in case you have forthat made her mad?
gotten, is this Friday night. We
want everyone to come as we
guarantee you will enjoy it and
also we want to give the Seniors
a prom they will remember. In
my opinion they deserve it.
Didn't know some of the Junior girls had such muscles until they started pushing a certain 1949 Ford. Don't think they
did, either.
B. S. C. has gone across the
border down south. He has been
going with N. S. C. from South
Fulton.
.
B. B. is still going in circles.
Last week she went back to T. S.
*WWI
Anyway she keeps it within the
Senior class.
.
B. B. after a few episodes with
a dark haired girl in Carr Institute has settled down to N. W.
Reckon they will be going steady
as B. B. popped the question and
as expected she said, "Yes."
Say J. V., how come you and
your friend J. F. were wrapped
up in your coats on such a warm
day?
.
.
Guess what girls? W. N. had a
date last Tuesday night with
M. D: W. Drop dead!

"THE WASHER THA
COULDN'T HAPPEN"
at a price you won't believe!
Bendix announces the newest, simplest automatic washer at the world's lowest price
Its secret is The utterly different Wondertub*
—the flexible tub Made of magic mctexaloy, that
revolutionizes automatic washing, draining and
squeeze-drying.
The Wrench:I-tub eliminates many expensive parts,
too! Makes the liconomat the simplest, lowest price
autamatic washer in the world.

•Wondertub guaranteedfor five year,/

$17995

/

BENDIX

INOLUDES NORMAL INSTALLATION,

Only S18.00 Down!
21 Vonths To Pay!

AUTOMATIC WASHER

COSTS IESS TO MAKE! COSTS LESS TO BUY!
NO WRINGER! NO SPINNING! NO BOLTING DOWN!

DOES SO MUCH! COSTS SO LITTLE! SEE IT HERE!

•

BENNETT ELECTRIC
'.!1; Ntlin St.

Fulton, Ky.

7444/aka/Aid
YOU Cag :

50-)

THE RACE FOR
TIIE ROYALTIES
By Patsy Green

•
HITHER AND THITHER

as dignified Seniors, and very
God has endowed man with
The Seniors Kill Kare Klub , happy to have come in for our inalienable rights, among which
third
consecative
year and our
was a big success Monday night.1 last.
are. self-government, reason, and
.
There was fun and •frollic for,
Yes, sir she's oUr girl and we conscience.—Mary Eddy.
young and old alike. The big
variety floor show started at don't mean maybe. We are
eight. There were sandwiches proud with and for you, Ann
Your sole contribution to the
and beverages served throughout and Jerry.
sum of things is yourself.—Frank
the performance. At the intermission the fortune teller added 3atronize our.Advertisersl
Crane.
zest to the Klub by giving a readMg of the stars to all whoiwanted them. A second performance
was started about nine. We hope
everyone enjoyed our little Klub
and we want you to come again
when we have something else.
The student body wants to
thank whom ever is responsible
for the half a holiday Friday and
the faculty would also like to
thank the student body as a
whole for being nice enough on
Halloween to deserve their
deed.
Cissy, we hope you will soon
be back in school and feeling pert
and bright again. We all miss
you.
Our home games ended last
Friday night when we played
Providenie and win 19-6. I think
we should all give the boys a
iheer for the splendid winning
season we have had. We lost
three games and won six a very
nice record to have. For those
who won't be with us when the
'77-7:= MONTGOMERY
1950 season opens the football
Sicarti:,g .1"Davey Crocl,:tt
boys, cheerleaders and band
_iian Scout"
members who got out there and
.all Production
we their best, we thank you„
Seniors, and more power to the
ea S
ones who are coming along.
Coach Hogg is proud of the
football team as everyone else, so
to show his appreciation he is
giving the boys a weiner roast
t
at Palestine Church Monday
night.

LOOK YOUR BEST LIKE THESE STARS

WEAR

ilgrr

FRE (MALITY
FUR FELT

HATS

4ev''

ANN AND JERRY'S IT
By Betty Lu Bushart

Yes sir, thats our girl, the
popular Miss Ann McDade, canWe started the race one morning. didat eof the Senior class of 1950,
was chosen to reign over the JunIt was all up to us;
ior Carnival with Jerry Neal
Our motto was "Good
Forrest as her King, for you see,
Sportsmanship,"
this is the third for the candiTo help one another we must.
dates of this class to win for
King and Queen.
We had four big programs.
In which everyone took part;
In 1946, this class came into
We would like to thank you all,
high school as green Freshman
From the bottoms of our heart.
almost too green to work for our
King and Queen, who were Joyce
The Freshman had a chili supper, I
Fields and Hubert Stone, (Little
It was a big success;
Stoney) but we worked very hard
The towns people came,
and came in second.
And the Freshman did the rest.
No, we weren't discouraged, we
The Sophomores had a box
knew there would be other times.
supper„
1947 rolled around and we were
With plenty of things to eat;
back up here, not quite so green
They had good entertainment, but silly Sophomores. It wasn't
It really was a treat.
long before Carnival was here
again and we nominated Nell
The Juniors had a fashion show, Speight and Jimmy Ruddle as
It made us smile with glee;
our candidates for King and
At the men whff dressed like
Queen. We worked our heads off
women,
that year and by the time the
For the public there to see.
contest had closed we found that
we had come in first and jubiThe Seniors had the "Kill Kare lant we were.
Klub,"
In 1948 we were jolly Juniors
It was a big affair;
and jolly we were for we were in
Pet:4)1e came from miles away,
charge of the carnival and no
To Kill their every Kare,
one thought we had a chance but
we fooled them again we came in
To whoever wins this race,
first for the second time with
We all will give a cheer:
Ann Latta and Ted Goodwin as
We know that you have done
the King and Queen for our own
you're best,
carnival.
For the Royalties this year.
So here we are again in 1949

We Want To Buy Your:

111
111111[
$18 Down
As
As Little
Payments

." .12o.,
WE DO GRINDING AND MIXING
and we fix it like you wanrit!

efilaj°—
4.11W*
-

SIZE FEATURE-PACKED

We can sweeten it with molasses.

1949 HOTPOINT RANGE!

Get World-Famous Calrod
Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
And Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!
Again—Hotpoint sets the pace
with the greatest range value
on the market. It's a brand new
1949 Automatic Electric Range
—full-size, feature-packed and
priced within reach of every
home. Look at all the great
features you set with Hotpoint!

SEED WHEAT, BALBOA RYE, WINTER
TURF OATS; ALL KINDS OF SEEDS FOR
FALL SOWING.

Stars ir quality...stars in value!
That's why Bee Hats are
the top choice of men all over the
country who wont the best.

$4.95 AND $1.50

MEN'S
COVERT
TOP
COATS
NO%

wool;

regular

shoulders, slash pockets; it_
Sizes 34 to 44 in stock. II"'
\ION'

24"

I

GABARDINE
TOP
COATS
60% rayon. 40%

wool;

regular shoulders, slash
pockets

We Sell Surge Milkers
r

In_stalled and in Operation in Three Hours

All-Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
1100EL

• Rast-sfartIng Calrodl! Units!

WHY WAIT!

• 4200-watt Hi-Speed Broiler!

Those blg savings
you've wanted are
HERE! Come In now—
see Hotpoint's 1949
Kitchen and HomeLaundry Appliances.

• 1-piec• body, all-steel construction!
• Dettpwell Cooker•Cooking Chart,
• Oven Rack Guide S. Broiler Measure,
• Add-resisting top, porcelain finish!

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Minn St

we'
CHESTER MORRIS
Star of Radio
Stage ond Screen

MEN'S

HIGHEST MARKET PRICES!

FrP. TVIS C:-UINE FULL-

,

•

WHITE AND YELLOW CORN

Small Weekly

‘.‘1

•

Fulton, Ky.

Our Specialty:
WE CLEAN ALL TYPES OF FIELD SEED,
SUCH AS JAP, KOREAN, KOBE,
SERICEA,ETC.
tVe hare a good supply of Barb- Wire, Wire
Fencing and Metal Roofing.

A. C, BUTTS AND SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

28"

s.

L. Kasnow
448 LAKE STREET

-

FULTON
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Who is the lucky one
Aiip? You better make up or in his eyes.
this time?
will he be mad?
Let's go to Birmingham L. W.,
R. II. and T. G. seem to be doing alright this year. Good luck how about it?
Y. Is
you two. Who is in Wingo 144a1
by the
Weald 714.0t
C. M. where is that girl friend crazy about? you were going to get? I have
S. M. has stars in her eyes,
not seen her yet or are you go- wonder why? Who has she seen
ing to be an old bachelor?
lately?
and lack of
attitude
J. T. and A. L. seem to be doing
all"
it
"know
Fulbrains
why
S. B. and B. G. sure do like
ng
N. S. is wonderi
You don't have to have
Originated in 1937
M.
all right but wonder where S.
Rt. perseverance.
Martin, don't they? ,
going to play Martin
not
is
ton
antb become a millionaire, the
to
to
be
job
could have gone. He used
Skipping from one
Louis Junior Chamber of Comto in any of their games of basket- in the picture
Does A. P. like Clinton?
other apparently was no help
why?
Paducah merce reported Sunday.
Wonder
were
games.
Cooke
ball
George
toward
ON
in moving
Who is N. S. courting these
"6" SECTI
polled
those
fifor
Wonder
C. P. is in love again.
What about that letter you days? Could you tell us?
Instead. the formula
Saturday.
garage and I2-room
Martha Luther
-car
three
the
this:
time?
and
like
wrote J. F., is there anything to
Mr. and Mrs. John Pope
nancial success goes
had how long it will last this
house status. The average
and family of Kenton, Tenn., Mr.
J. E. is a fast worker. She it?
many
1-Make people like you.
has
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Bellew
12 years.
Walkie-Talk ie
firm
his
with
been
to
astick
Minweek
and
a
n
Mrs.
Is P. G. as mean as the talk
2-Chart a course and
and Mrs. Harry Freema
One gets her dates almost
.Iamily of Harmony and
clerks.
more interesting questions to
as
began
Mog,t
J?
SunElizthat
head of time. What about
Wayne were guests of Mrs.
goes, hope not?
it.
nie Gadberry of Cayce were
ask school folks next week.
highly paid bank officer began
Ar- abeth Pope over the weekend.
B. G. has got a picture of
3-Work hard.
day guests of Mr. and Mrs.
•
22 years ago.
boy
er
Follow the column each week
messeng
friends
boy
those
are
a
as
Where
Mrs.
Could
poster.
Supper guests of Mr. and
That's what the JuiVor Chamchie Martin and fanbly.
accountants, six "who" in a large
as
on the School Page.
to
started
d
are
suppose
H.
W.
few
E.
and
A
S.
Navy.
Vaughn
Friday
Odis Harrison and Lynn
it be, a certain son in the
Mr. and Mrs. Hermanber found out in polling 97 local as office boys.
get
had
better
all
You
have?
g
Jack
weddin
B.B.
self-made
N. W. has her eyes set on
night were, Mr. and Mrs.
men-all
and family attended a
business
busy or you are going to he old
Fifty-nine planned their ca- hasn't she?
giv- Underwood and children, MarMoral cdurage is obeying one's
dinner in Paducah Sunday
men, none over 42, all making
..took
ive.
Sixty-f
school.
in
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
A. M. and D. C. get a- maids?
nce and doing what one
Can't
tha and Frances, Mr.
conscie
en in honor of Mr. and
$10,000 to $50,000 a year and not reers
regular schoolface of
.
Westwood Gilbert and children. one who married the boss' daugh- extra course after
long these days?
Glenn Gipson.
J. W. who was the little Fresh- believes to be right in the
trig.
y. -Dr. John
to be seen man chasing you the other day? a hospitle
Jane.
want
majorit
visited
doesn't
and
F.
J.
Roe
son
Stephen
ter.
Dorothy
Wonder
The experts also gave out with with who she dates.
Mr. and Mrs. Harding Walker
J S. is going around with stars Watson.friends in Paducah last SaturImpatience was listed by 35 as
with
other tip on how to help why?
one
Sunday
spent
must
City
men
Union
young
of
fault
day.
a common
million:
that firit
Bruce Crawford.
P. H. loves her job. Wonder
overcome. Next in order were make
Frances King was the week- Mr. and Mrs.
Don't watch the clock.
why could it be, that she is so
Misses Martha and Janice laziness, lack of preparation. a
end guest of Evelyn Kenny of
a
near the man of her dreams?
Strayhorn have returned to LIIDyersburg.
and get well, we need a
cotton vacation.
B. M. is very fond of B.13. Is
R. n. Strictland, Mr. and Hurry
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. McCord baun, Mo., after
Mrs.
Janice are the daugh- Mrs. William E. Robertson and ticket tacker.
there a spark of love in that?
were the 'weekend guests of rel- Martha and
T
Strayhorn.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams had
Did B. B. make C. B. sick one
Mrs. Elsie Robertson.
atives in Nashville and Franklin, ters of Mrs. Ruth
with Mr. and Mrs. Butch night not so very long ago?
Willie Murphy of Detroit is
Girls, have you noticed that supper
Tenn.
1). P. and B. T. have made up.
visiting his father, Tom Mur- the most outstanding feature ot McClain one.night last week.
Mattie Lane Darnell attended
spent Is it for good this time?
Alexander
Margaret
phy and Mrs. Murphy of Wingo. one of our foreman are his ears?
w
Turnbo
Luther
of
the funeral
y night with Nlarie Moore.
A. C. what is at McConnell.
Galford could have sworn
The _news at the end of this Tuesda
A Hickman Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Grubbs Could you tell us?
was someone in her house 1.21unlit jast week should have
there
If you are interested in used Saturday night when she return13.11. is steady dating the th'i
and chilcIrey spent the weekend
like this.
, 114itigl
Hamburgers
!ishing and hunting equipment ed from town. but upon investi- fcad
ent an op- with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wei.b. you should know?
underw
l
Mitchel
Jim
(.,
t
sa; k 11111
in
ty
1:
Dougher
G.
e
and a new 1949 Ford thrown
Bill
surpris
!Mrs.
dating
still
and
a
is
1M.
quite
Mr.
S.
gating she had
1:on this week ot Haws Hos(- 11NIA ISLAND
all for $15.00 please see Gus awaiting her. Seems like her cr.
n, Valda Turberville -4,.:41v. Is that right?
Mtal anci is reported to be doing and childre
13
immediately.
d
B.
gOtten
attende
to
Greer
get
had
11.
J.
going
is
and
hound
W'ho
playful little
r.eely. Mr. 'Mitchell is the father
drive-in -theatre Sat- of the Senior boys?
Mi. and Mrs. Coy Harrison, hungry and very tired.' He ate
Linda Moore. watch pocket night at the
I
,
Gerald and Glenn Ray were Sun- one pound of bacon, two loaves ge.! in the third unit.
urday night.
Who was S. 13. with the otb ,
been absent ;tight?
.
g S2 Inraan has
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rich- of bread, seven eggs and no tellIf you see a character with a
Hamburgers
ard Harrison and family.
ing what else then goes and gets s.rew dtiver in one hand, a cal- from school all week because of
Isnzt P. G. robt:ing the cradle
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Martin in the middle of her bed.
Home-Made Chili
just -a little bit?
in the other mumbling 21.. a cold.
endar
Dessie Pinegar has a new elecand children spent Sunday eveMary Catherine and Monette 22, 23, 24, you'll knovv it is
B. C. did yoti enjoy yourself
ning with the latter's brother, Hale were in Union City shopping Tucker counting the days till the tric stove and the first A.M. she when you were - out with your
l'urb xerrice
Large parking lot
d coffee.
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Lee and Saturday.
girl friend .the other night about
duck season opens. Rumor has it had scorche
the
to
ry
went
England
Laund
larnily of Arlington.
Jencye
two weeks ago?
a new duck caller.
'Oppoxite O. K.
Mrs. Jaunita Robertson compli- that he has
Mr. and Mrs. Turney Davie
Amaz- quarterly meeting at Weasley
quack."
W.
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B.
ask
"Quack
n,
goes.
Shertha
It
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is
What
with
and Mr. and Mrs. Leighman El- mented her husband, James,
with dinner on the ground• and
and she can tell you, no doubt?
dinner ing isn't it?
liott were Monday night supper a delightful birthday
had a grand time but she was a
g
G. Y. what happened between
eating
from
I
guest's of Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Monday evening. Those enjoyin
think,
little sick,
"A" SECTION
RA V HUNTER, 011 Illir
Open till 11: p. m.
and Charles did he not suit
you
the occassion were: Mr. and Mrs.
Moore and family.
so much.
Mary Nell Grubbs
and
vear or so of courta
after
vou
chiland
Miss Willette Cooke and Mrs. Duke Cruce and Nancy, Mr.
Inman
James
Mrs.
Evelyn Dougherty
dren spent the day Saturday with
Sammie L. Powers, Bessie Gil- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
bert, Hazel Btalock, Beauton Boaz.
Guilt, Ruth Lewis and Bonnie
Mrs. Jim Inman's brother, Jact
Deweese sic. in Jackson Satur- Carter of Paducah. is unimnroved
day Christmas shopping. They at this writing.
nnist have ended the day with a
Something new has been addpicnic.
ed to the waistband section. InNovella Vaughn's husband was spector Gills, watch those crookrushed to the hospital Sunday ed loops!
night at eight o'clock. He underMr. and Mrs. Raymond Madwent an operation about nine.
Culpepper and
ding, Martha
underer
Alexand
Mrs. Nora
Marion Wilkerson attended tin.
Haws
at
on
operati
went a serious
pirating rink at Sharon Monda
Hospital the nineth.
night.
y
in
Saturda
Sarah Willey spent
g.
Paducah shoppin
ADDITIONAL SIEGEL NEWS
We are sorry to hear that Lola
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TEEN-AGE TATLER
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Bar B-0

HOT DOGS
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RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP
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I Dogii slibP FALL

DRESSES
$
DRASTICALLY REDUCED
FOR CLEARANCE!

REGULARLY $8.98 $10.98

IVCREM

oiz hezi
pow owey.92A._

with Siegler 5-way auto,rnatic furnace type oil heater!.

Before you buy
any oil heater...
open the door
and look inside!

0.0!".
VOIClokopois

ONLY IN SIEGLER
WILLYOU FIND Tiff

t%

11V0•111.011E
NEATMAKEr

ir'•-' .

Save IIOW on these beautiful rayon satin, taffeta, moire or
elQtses. Choose from smart new styles in junior and
isNes" sizes.

Double the beating
surface...double the
!teat forced frcm
every drop

•

177,7".,,),,••
,

•••-ilni-s.• •

A/fr •

-BACK
MONEY
GUARANTEE
.__

Very Special Extra Attraction!

$10.98 to $14.98 DRESSES
Save on these nonderful buys!
Wide selection of junior and misses'

$8

sizes.

oil heater
If your S,egler and hotdoesn't deliver more
floor than
ter heat over the
size heater
ANY comparable
price.
regardless of make or
moneY back.
you get your

FREE BUILT-IN
SIEGLERMATIC DRAFT

COTTON BLOUSES
1i1h ries and colors; Sizes 32-io

$1

$59.95

4-Piece Bedro -A-r_ Suite, with
large poster bed, S109.75 to
$129.95.

4 Piece maple Bedroom Suite
S129.95
Sealy Mattresses, $49.95 values,
SPECIALLY PRICED at S39.95
S24.95

Chifferobes

Metal Kitchen

Woven Bottom
Straight

STOOLS

(HAIRS

Platform

BASSINETTES ROCKERS

99c 99c 3.95 119-5

CAt PLO,OR
You get everything you've ever wanted
in an oil heater when you get a Siegler!
You get appearance, compactness, fur*
nare-volunie full-house heating! It circu•
lates heat off the top... radiates heat off
sides, front and back! It floods heat,
ankle-high over the floors. And, thanks
to the new, patented Sieglermatic Draft
... you get constant, uniform heat! Com.
pare Siegler with any oil heater .. . regardless of make or price! It's sturdier
... it's porcelain-finished ... it has the
exclusive"Two-In-One Heatmaker"-an
extra Tubular heater inside!

Vitally would cost S50 eddi lineal
a-It's built in -inciesses haal
auteut 7rnerstiously ...costs yaw
I
lemu_
.slre.

f NTEO

PAr

OIL

i
gl
006

3-Piece Bedroom Suite

-Extra Specials-

voll41111101M

THE HEATER WITH
THE HEAT TUBESI
1111..

)
(Lots of these low prices are on excellent Christmas items!

Mahogany 5-piece period suite,
S179.95
Reg. S249.95

r

BINH POW

AuromArm
HEATERS

FULTON HARDWARE
& FURNITURE CO.
2OR Lake St.

Phone 1

Sofa-Beds, with boltaflex arms
$49.95
Tapestry sofa-bed suites $89.95
Solid oak breakfast suites $34.95
Kitchen cabinets

$38.95

2-Piece Sofa bed suites, velour
$99.95

covering

2-Piece suites! frieze covering.
$159.95
Reg. $179.95
Monarch 66-gallon electric water
$109.95
heaters

Table lamps, up from

$2.95

9x12 Axminister rugs

$44.95

Innerspring mattresses

Dexter Washers

$99.95

7-way floor lamps

Large hot-blast heaters

$33.50

General Electric radios

$19.95
$8.95
$22.95

Futton Hardware &Furniture Co
208 Lake Street

Fulton

Phone 1

iber 18, 1949
is the lucky one
riningham L. W.,
Y. is

ngo that

ars in her eyes,
Vho has she seen
O. sure do liki•
hey?
iki.‘ Clinton?
courting these
au tell us?
many
has
ie
ing questions to
lks next week.
lumn each week
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WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Cor.
Most of our sick folks are better, some still have colds.
There was a good attendance
at the State Line Mission on Sunday afternoon but due to the
rain on Saturday evening there
were just a few there. Rev. Earl
Baird brought two fine messages.

Memory Lives
In Pictures
For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words!

41.. is obeying one's
I doing what one
right in the face of
ajority. -Dr. John

Make an Appoint Today.

Gardner's Studio
212 Commercial
Phone 693

Fulton

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bob McGough of Fulton Sunday after,noon. Mrs. McGough has been
quite sick but is better at this
time.
Wallace Edward Pough spent
the weekend with Willis Hicks.
Mr. and Mrs. Rice Spence spent
Sunday with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Griffith of near Austin
Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hicks
and son, Steve Edwin, of Clinton
spent the weekend with their
parents; Mr. and Mrs. Vance
Hicks, Willis, Edna and Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Taylor and Jay.
Mrs. Hillman C'ollier of West
State Line, Mr. and Mrs. John
Daniel and son, David and Mrs.
C. J. Bowers were in Memphis
Friday where David went for a
checkup at a hospital there.
Sherrall Olive has returned
to school after being out two
weeks because of chicken pox.
Edgar Grissom is suffering
from an infected ankle and is under the doctor's care.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
spent Sunday in Weakley County
with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Roberson

_

ry

ner

UNTER,

Joyce Cruce, Cor.

Eseothang a.akes (,(1
hit when
treated to s coat of KOLOR•BRITE
enamel. Spark]ang companion colors
char are not affected by watsr, acid:
Rtsisis humps, knocks. Cleans swath
soap and water. Use on any paantable
surface.
IN=MMEN=IN111100

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
207 Church Street
tmoissak

0WEN

The Golden Text is: "My soul
longeth, yea, even fainteth for
the courts of the Lord: my heart
and my flesh crieth out for the
living God." (Ps. 84:2).
Among the citations which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible:
"But we all, with open face beholding as in a glass the glory
of the Lord, are changed into the
same image from glory to glory
even as by the Spirit of the
Lord." (II Cor. 3:18).

Phone 35

THAEKSGIVING IS
HOM7:OMING TINE
A OOP

1
1101e°

William Byrd Pledges
UK Legal Fraternity
William Byrd, son of Mrs. Vera L. Byrd, Route 1, Fulton and
a student at the University of
Kentucky, has been pledged by
the UK chapter of Phi Delta Phi,
international legal fraternity.
Formal initiation ceremonies
of the organization will be held
in the chambers of the Court of
Appeals of Kentucky in the
State Capitol at Frankfort in the
late Fall. Initiation rites will be
followed by a banquet in honor
of the new members.
Byrd, a second year student in
the UK College of Law, is a
graduate of Clinton High School.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Soul and Body" is the subject
of the Lesson-Sermon which will
be read in all Christian Science
churches throughout the world
on Sunday, November 20, 1949.

*

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

Extra Comfort, Extra Conveakrees,

EXTRA SAVINGS
by GREYHOUND

WILSON'S GARAGE

Rooted
War 74
'Montgomery, Ala. $ 6.75 $12.15
I Los Angeles, Cal. 36.85 66.13
Washington, D.C
15.05 27.16
Tampa, Fla.
14.65 21.40
Fort Myers, Fla.
16.50 29.70
W. Palm Beach, Fla 16.90
30.45
Lakeland, Fla.
14.65 36.40
Miami, Fla.
18.05
32.40
Macon, Ga.
8.50
15-30
Savannah, Ga...... 11.05
19.90
Gulf Port, Miss.
9.15
16.50
'rattiesburg, Miss
7.80
14.05
harlotte, N.C. ...... 9.90
17.85
r'iarleston, S. C
11.90 21.45
Plus U. S Tax
0/10

Guaranteed Radio
Repair Service
With the most modern equipment, the most efficient servicemen, and a large stock of
authorized parts, we can and
DO give you BETTER radio
maintenance service.
Prompt attention!
PHONE 401

Nettie Lee Copelen, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Myers
Mrs. Nellie Taylor from Akron,
and daughter, Ruth Ann, Mrs.
O. E. Myers and children, Ed- Ohio who has been visiting her
MOTOR REBUILDING?
ward and Leon attended Mrs. G. sister Mrs. Colen Brown and famGENERAL REPAIRS?
left Thursday for a few days
E. Myers parents anniversary!
dinner Sunday in Dyersburg, stay in Indiana with relatives
BATTERY SERVICE?
enroute to Ohio.
Tenn.
MOTOR TUNE-UP?
Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. Hutchi-1 Several from this communiattended
the
Farm
Bureau
son spent Sunday night with her tY
-Let-parents, Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce. supper at Crutchfield Friday
n
ight.
Mt-. and Mrs. Junior Cruce
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews
spent Sunday with Mrs. Cruce's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Clark and son, Rev. and Mrs. Joe Wildo it for you.
son, Mrs. Vera Byrd and Forof Palmersville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce spent rest Gilbert spent last Sunday Paschall St. (Martin Eli-way)
Saturday night with Mr. and with Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore
Phone 332-J
Fulton, Hy.
Mrs. Luther Pannell of Union and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
City.
son, Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Cope- M11•9111111119=.
If a man has acted right, he
has done well, though alone; if
wrong, the sanction of all mankind will not justify him.-Fielding.•

tklT\

p

ROCK SPRINGS

DO YOU NEED

NKOLOR
BRITE

HOP

len spent last Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and
children spent Sunday with
phnnie Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Holt
and family from Arlington spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Elliott.
Bob Veatch improving after
several days illness.
Mrs. Ted Purcell and daughter
visited Mrs. James Veatch for a
while Friday night.

FULTON ROUTE 4

USE
MARTIN-SENOUR

b service

and son, Kenneth Moore of ClayLYNNVILLE
ton, Mrs. Julia Moore and son
of Fulton spent Sunday with Mr.
Mrs. W. E. McClain, Cor.
and Mrs. Leon Moore and famiMr. and Mrs. Dan Harris are
ly.
attending the bedside of their
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Sutton spent oldest daughter, Mrs. Franklin
awhile Monday evening with Mr. Nelson, who is quite ill. Mrs. Harand Mrs. Vance Hicks and Edna. ris has been with her for four
Hillman Collier has been on! weeks. Mrs. Nelson's home is in
the sick list for the past few days., Jackson, Tenn. Our sympathy
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hicks, goes out to the Nelson and Hareast of Fulton, spent a while Sun- ris families.
day with Mr. and Mrs. Vance
Barney Austin got his finger
Hicks and family.
badly mashed while off bearing
cross ties at the tie mill.
Horace Henderson, W. E. McFULTON ROUTE 3
Clain, Bert Dovis, Mason CopeLittle Ronnie Williams, who is land, Charlie and Junior Vincent
in the hospital in Louisville has were subpoenaed for juror
servhad mumps.
ice in Dresden this past Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert /rvan visMr. and Mrs. Ray Miller and
ited Mr. and Mrs. Ocie Yates a- daughter of Paris, Tenn., spent
while Sunday.
the weekend with his parents,
Little Lanitta Foster daughter Mr. and Mrs. Sid Miller.
Edd and Addie McClain were
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster has
been real sick the past week with in Fulton shopping Saturday and
trench mouth. We hope she will while there they visited the Fulton, County News and enjoyed
soon be better.
Mr. and Mrs. Everitt Williams, every minute of their stay.
D. I. Harris has returned from
Mrs. Betty Williams and Kora
Williams visited Mr. and Mrs. Jackson and reports his daughRoss Williams in Mayfield Sat- ter is seemingly holding her own
urday and found Mr. Williams at present.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Harrison
sick in bed.
are having their house wired and
Mr. Neal Jones of Detroit has
will be having electricity soon.
been visiting relatives here the
Duke Alderdice is doing their
past week.
work.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlie Kindred
Ed and Addie McClain had Mr.
attended the ball game at South and Mrs. Garrett Keathly, Joe
Fulton Friday night.
and Birk McClain, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Geneva Foster and Shelby Nolon McClain and two children
Jean attended the show in Ful- as their Sunday evening guests.
ton Sunday afternoon.
Tom Lee Bynum is some better
at this time.

CITY ELECTRIC

Trnion Bus Station

And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave.

iegugoactiAm"v!"
„„.‘gemokyllv"At,t
„wmgmellsW1AN.
NIP0W-

if,
' and ('arr

Phone 44

,o

ouse
For Fine Liquors
426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone93

IT'S HERE FRIDAY
AND 50 WAYS NEW!

THROW WINTER FOR A LOSS...
.1•••••14.
m.
-

items!)

lroom Suite

19.95 values,
:D at $39.95
S24.95

S-

sidewoli tiros ovoilabh of dpenr art

WITH THE
EXCLUSIVE
NEW 100 H.R FORD

Platform

ROCKERS

ISS

ITS QUIET WHISPERS QUALITY
quiet al new super-ftned pistons. sow "'hushed'
gear, now fan designed far bolter cooling at
slower, quieter speeds. And what pawed We • full

It's the

timing

ites, velour

100-h.p. V-8 that delivers more power than any other

car anywhere near Ford'silow price and sells for lea
than most conventional "sixes." And Ford offers a

$99.95

? covering.
$159.95

Six, too-an advanced Six with 95 horsepower.

SEASON-RIGHT SERVICE,
SEASON-RIGHT GASOLINE

electric watey
$109.95

,ses

Let the Ashland serviceman drain radiator and
add anti-freeze; change to winter motor oil;
lubricate chassis; change gear greases; check
battery, lights, plugs; replace or recap worn
tires. And his Flying Octanes gasoline is catalytic -fortified ... also always season -right.

$19.95

NEW sound conditional.
New"sound conditioning"in
floor, doors and body panels insulates Ford's "Lifeguard" Body against road
noises. More extensive
sealing in 41 areas gives
additional interior quietness
end protection.

Theis a

$8.95

dios

Listen to Ashland weekly FOOTBALL BROADCASTS over
Flying Octanes Network-8 colleges, 39 radio stations.

$22.95

ure Co
Phone 1

W. M. Nichols' Store

Clyde Fields' Service Station

Highway 51-94 "Y"

Corner Main and Church Sts.

Earl Taylor Jr. Service Station

Hainline's Garage

West State I.ine

East state Line

K. Moore

('rutchfield

an your future
...with a future
built in

NEW -Noshed" ride

NEW quality Nannies

NEW driving tendert

Ford's famousrMid Ship"
Ride is now so)quiet you can
talk in whispers at highway
speeds. So smooth (with its
great team of "Hydra -Coil"
and "Para -Flex" Springs)
that it virtually erases every
bump.

New quality is easy to find in
this 50 way new Ford. You find
lt an the new push-button door
handles. in the new rotary door
latch that needs only a feathertouch - to open and close
securely You find it In new
sparkling upholstery colors.

Not only does Me 1950 Ford
offer you more hip and shou,der
room than any other car in its
offers you the iongbred driving comfort of a new
foam rubber front seat whirin
over new non-sag seat springs.
You drive relaxed.

But see il for yourself.
Drive it so you can feel and
hear the difference.
And price it and see how muck
less it costs than
car.
any other rec!ly

SEE THE ONE FErE CAR IN THE
LOW-Pkt,C2 FIELD ot your FORD

'ALF'

J. V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON

PHONE 42

Page 10
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WATER VALLEY
Odell Puckett, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Vershel Linder
DetFoit are visanO ehildren
iting his mother, Mrs. Rub)i Linder and other rekatives and
friends.
Mrs. Etta Jackson was hostess to an old fashioned quilting
Thursday.
very nice tiane was
reported by all who attended.
Mrs. W. R. Dunn of Paducah

visited Monday with Mr. and
Mrs. Nack Dunn and Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Bard.
Mrs. Ann Jackson, Misses Jerry- Hall and Odell Puckett
shopped in Mayfield Thursday
afternoon. They bought gifts for
the American Legion Auxiliary
to send to the Veterans Hospital
in Outwood, Ky.
Bob Latta of Memphis spent
Wednesday night with his moth-

er, Mrs.'J. A. Latta.
Mrs. Cannie Felts was hoitess Saturday afternoon to a pink
end blue shower for Mrs. James
Pewitt.
Miss Ruby Latta and Mrs. J. A.
Latta of Jacksonville, Florida
spent Friday night with Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Byrn.
Mrs. Louis Boaz and daughter
spent Sunday with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gossum.

Let Us Help You Get Ready For ...

THANKSGIVIN
Assure yourself of a fine Tender TURKEY or HEN by Reserving your Thanksgiving Bird now.
Ocean Spilt%

CRANBERRY SAUCE
can 18c
hoi
WALNUTS
Lb. cello bag 40c
ORANGES
Doz. 40c
10-Lb. Bag
59c
None Such

MINCE MEAT

Pkg. 23c

Itirtheye

STRAWBERRIES

Pkg 40c

Red Fitted

CHERRIES

No. 2 can 30c

QUALITY MEATS
Chuck Roast
lb. 52c
Pork Chops
lb. 49c
Sirloin Steak
lb. 75c
knit
STEAKS
lb. 85c
Pork Roast
lb. 45c
Spare Ribs
lb. 45c
( ountn

Del Monte

Sausage

PINEAPPLE
No. 2'2 sliced 49c
No. 2 crushed
40c
No. 1 flat sliced
22c

Armour Star

resh

lb. 50c

Picnics

lb. 45c

Pascal

Large Bch.

Lb. cello bag 25c CELERY

CRANBERRIES
rre.oi
COCOANUTS

each 18c

Fresh

each 15c

Paper Shell

OYSTERS

pints 99c

Red Delicious

PECANS Jumbos
Heinz

Ib. cello bag 40c

1.ge. Size

APPLES

doz. 60c

Seedless

FIG or PLUM PUDDING

. can 55c GRAPEFRUITS
All These Prices Are Good Until Thanksgiring

each 10c

DeMyer Market

Brim, Us Your Eggs. We Pay Highest Market
Prices.
Phone 118
FREE DELIVERY
246 4th

tritxtr,N,

•

CLASSIFIED ADS
HOSPITAL BEDS, fracture beds.
wheel chairs, WALKERS for
rent. Geo. Backer, Paducah, Ky.
BARGAIN, NEW SPINET PIANO. Why buy an unknown
make, second hand piano from
an unknown party, when Kentucky's greatest music store offers you a new, standard brand
piano,
free
service, and
Shackletort's guarantee all for
the same price? SPECIAL.
from now until Christmas, or
as long as they last, we are offering to the readers of this
advertisement
the
reliable
Standard Brand New Cable
• Spinet Piano, for only ;595.00
on terms less than rent, $4.00
weekly.
Phone
(reversing
charges for full information)
or write us for illustrated catalog at once. The quantity of
pianos is limited. Shackleton
Piano Company, 621 South
Fotulth Street, Louisville, 2,
Kentucky.

EARLE HOTEL
$5, Per Week
Phone 55

Freshness is a
Watchword!

SECOND HAND clothes; assorted
line; bargains. Bruce
Woodwork Shop, Lake Street
extension, Fulton.

`-qVt,

CopyrIghl 1949, The Kroger Co

It often takes all-night driving by Kroger truck
drivers to get food to your Kioger store at the
peak of freshness. And It is an all-day job for
the men and women in Kroger stores to keep
It that way for you. ttegaraiess of weather.
time or distance, product f!, ..'Jless has als.vays
been a watchword.

haiihtlivi9
as

UVE BETTER FOR LESS THIS

a ill

WITH AN OVEN-READY 'TURKEY FROM KROGFR

`4,6. -42.7$111
cleoned
Oven-geody. 100' O don't poy
iniedes
buy ou
ond
before you
iket
head,feet,
You
for the -11)• waste)
p000d.
lobout 3
meot per
more

ff.

\11[114URS TODAY!
Honeysuckle

$259000

SMOKED HAMS

1% hole Shank Half
Sugar Cured

99c

Spare Ribs
Smaii Lean

39(

49c Pork Sausage

re,
,h Dal IN, —Fine Quality.

MEAL
?.5- LB. ItAti

Flavor-famous and ready to roast. An 1 1-1b. Kro
ger Oven-Ready Turkey is equal to a 1 4-1b. ord
nary dressed bird. Oven-fteady is a better
—a better value.

Ground Beef

CORN

t

AUTO GLASS installed while FOR SALE: Avon products.
you wait. Satisfaction guaranChristmas sets now available.
teed. Fulton Faint and Glass
Mrs. W. T. Dawson, 305 Park
Co. PhOne 909.
Avenue, Phone 1537-J.
.
—
BROTHER, if you want a hat, INSULATE YOUR HOME.
Let .
go to a haberdasher; if you
fuel-savings pay the bill. Conwant beans, go to a beanery:
tact KRAMER LUMBER COMbut if you want a MILK COW,
PANY.
see me. S. S. BROWN, c-o Ful
ton Pure Milk Company.
FOR SALE: Two good used
Farmall H tractors and equipSECOND HAND clothes: 50 wool
ment, price right. Paul Naillskirts for 25c, shoes from 10c
ing Imp. Co. Fulton.
to $1.00 and crepe dresses 50c
CARD OF THANKS
to $1.00. Bruce Second Hand
Stgre. Lake St. Extention, FulWe wish to tnank the many
ton.
friends who were so kind to us
during the illness and death of
AVAILABLE: Crawler Tractor our father, Cyrus
Vancil, especwith power takeoff, for pull- ially those
who brought or sent
ing combines, or corn pickers. the beautiful
flnwers. Also to
Paris Campbell, Phone-898, the
Whittle) Funeral Home and
Fulton, Ky.
staff for their efficient service,
DRY CLEANING at its best. You and to the Rev. E. Reub for his
have tried the rest. Now try comfort words. May God bless
the best. Curb Service. Free you all.
MRS. CYRUS VANCIL
parking.
SOUTH FULTON
and family.
CLEANERS. Phone 1633. Leon
Hutchens —John Clayton- Johnny Holland.

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gossum
and automatic models, $124.95
and son visited Sunday with Mr.
and up. Sales and service.
and Mrs. James Copeland near
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
Wingo.
Fulton, Ky.
Miss Bula May Cooley -of Pa.clucah spent the weekend witli I SHARPEN DISC blades, mowher mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
er blades, any kind of edged
tools; Repair clocks, sewing
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edwards
machines, lawn mowers, gas
and Mrs. Jeannie Scott visited
motors, guns of any kind and VACOL STORM
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
WINDOWS
numerous other things.
Mrs. Ben Gossum near Wingo.
FREE! Your fuel-savings will
Leonard Holland. Located rear
Paul Byrn is visiting his parbuy them for you. See them
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Byrn. I of Laird-Gossum welding shop.
demonstrated
at KRAMER
Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson
LUMBER COMPANY.
-- spent the weekend in MemphN

S3'4';'
)
15"*"
%1
,$•
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ttg
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- Mrs. Ora Neal, Miss Maggie I ATTENTION Farmers and LumBarnes and Randall Barnes reberman. We are now in the
turned Friday to their home in
market for several thousand
Detroit" after beiri's -Called 'here
all white Split Hickory Handle
Blanks. Sizes 17, 18, 19 and 20
on the death of their sister and
inches long by 2 inches square.
mother, Mrs. Bell Barnes.
See us now for grades and
Mr. and Mrs. Parter Stephens
prices. Will also buy all white
spent Sunday with her mother,
Hickory logs, 42" long. ClinMrs. Carl Cooley.
•
ton Hickory Handle Blank Div.
Mrs. J. T. Robey is on the sick
LaPierre-Sawyer Handle Co.,
list this week.
Clinton, Ky. (near Sales Barn)
Miss Vera Little has diptheria.
Leo Wheatley, manager.
She is reported to be some better
at this writing.
WE REPAIR, rebuild or makc
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Duke visited
any kind of woodwork; frames
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Robdoors, boats, cabinets, etc.
ert Gossum.
Bruce Woodwork Shop, Lake
G. G. Edwards of Metropolis is I street extension, Fulton.
spending some time with his
WANTED: Country hains. Curbrother, W. T. Edwards and sisrent
market
prices
paid.
ters Mrs. J. B. Byrn and Mrs. J.
SMITH'S CAFE, Fulton.
A. Latta.

Lb. 49c

Salt Meat
nter ( uts

Pure Puritan

39c

1 1,11. Ro1.1,

Bacon

Lb. 49c

Wieklov.. Sliced

37c Pork Roast

39c
ut

KROGER EVAP. MILK
10'
NAVY BEANS
21'
PINK SALMON
37'
TOMATOES
10
ROYAL GEM WHITE CORN
'
3 "
3 can% 25'
CHEESE FOOD
VANILLA WAFERS suns' "g• 29(
Pure

Tall Can

2-I.B. BAG
Tall Can

. calved

Standurd

In Christmas Club Checks
Sent to Members This Week
You'll be glad you did your Christmas
saving early, if you're in for a windfall of cash
as one
of our Christmas Club members! If you failed
to enroll for this year—get your name on our
membership list for next year—and know
the pleasure of ready cash with which
to buy generously for everyone on your Christmas
gift list! Just deposit any amount from
25c up each
week—and when December 25, 1950 rolls aroun
d enjoy a merrier holiday, because you're
able
to give all you want to!
1950 Club opens Nov. 28th. Join anytime

during the year

\ FULTON BANK
MEMBER F. D. I. C.

No. 2 Can

Windsor Club

HARVEST MOON

LAYER
CAKE
Golden orange-fudge icing

CABBAGE

50

2-Lb. Loaf 69(

LB. 11"

Finest Quality Fresh Well-Trimmed
7'

inches

59C

POTATOES 50

I.B. MESH BAG

Washed Selected Red Triumphs

ORANGES
8
Fine Quality Florida Juice

2 Bags
For 90c

Lb. Mesh 49it
Bag

WALNUTS

$1.89
$1.69

1-1.B. CEI.L()

Fresh New Crop English

GRAPES

2

1.11S.

Fancy Red

CRAPTRRIES 2
Fresh Fancy Deep Red

1-LB. CELLO
BAGS

39'
25'

[XI
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products.
ivailable.
305 Park
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the J. W. Coleman's.
Number Forty-Six
PILOT OAK
Mr. H. E. May out of Chicago,
Dukedom Saturday afternoon.
DeMyer were .dinner guests in
was in Fulton Tuesday on busiMrs. B. G. Lovvry, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates
cago
have
have the home.
returned to their
ness.
ering Evans and family in Wat-•
returned home after' visiting
homes after attending the
relMr. and Mis. R. S. Gossum and atives
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Stem, Bud
funeral] er Valley, Miss., Mr.
in Detroit and Pontiac,
Mr. A. J. Kann, General Supt. boys
Evans is a
of
their
fathe
r, Cy Vancil neld
were supper guests Friday Mich.
Stem, and Marilyn Wilson spent
of Equipment, out of Chica
Tuesday in Fulton.
1 patient in the Evans Clinic there.
go evening
Sunda
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Roundhouse
Round-Up

Your Friends Trade Here

HAPPY'S

ruck
t. the
)for
keep
ther,
NaY,

LIQUOR STORE

KRAMER
SELLS

DRY

liftance

LUMBER

ATTENTION

ONE SUCKER

The 19-19

39'

39c
Rm.',
49c

39c
( (it

10'
21'
31'
10
25'
69'
29'

,89

69

19'

15'

pie/

is now being displayed by

Kentucky Motor Company
210 East State Line

Newly Appointed Cadillac Dealer
for Fulton and Vicinity
It is a pleasure to make this dual
announcement. It marks the introduction,
in Fulton, of the finest Cadillac ever
built, while, at the same time, assuring
the highest type of Cadillac sales and
service to motorists of this vicinity.
The 1949 Cadillac—the most beautiful car
ever to bear the Cadillac name—offers a
wholly new V-type, eight-cylinder- engine
which is, beyond all doubt, the highest
development yet attained in automotive
power plants. So smooth and eager is
its performance that the car almost
seems to move by automatic propulsion.

You are cordially invited to see this new
car and inspect the modern and complete
facilities of this new Cadillac
dealership, operated under the able mang
ement of Mr.Ira W.Little. Cadillac servi
ce
work will be handled by factory-trained
mechanics, using approved' tools
and
methods and genuine Cadillac repla
cement parts.
Regardless of whether you now own
a
Cadillac car. you will be a welc
ome
visitor at this new dealership. You
will
find it an interesting and enlighteni
ng
insight into modern motor car progr
ess.

TOBACCO
GROW
ERS!

Sell your dark air-cured
tobacco at Murray, Ky.
during
the coming season.
Begin receiving one suck
er tobacco 7 a. m. Dece
mber 1st.
First sale of one suck
er tobacco—Wednesday,
Dec.

Representative buyers
of all major inte
rest of dark aircured tobacco will be on
this market. Also
, high Government
support prices will be
available for all mem
ber growers "Within Quota" Marketing
Cards.
The Murray warehous
emen are in posi
tion to handle you,
one- sucker tobacco orde
rly and conv
eniently—thus enabling
you to receive the type
of services and
prices you'll like.
It'll pay you to reme
mber these
warehousemen when
you
get reauy to deliver and
sell your one suck
er tobacco:
Growers

Loose Leaf Floor

J. K. Farmer, Mgr.

TAYLOR-WILSON CHEVROLET CO.
INC.
Distributor

7th.

Remember, growers! the
FIVE BIG warehouse
floors at
Murray will receive and
sell dark air-cured (one
sucker) t,obacco this -coming seas
on. They will begin rece
iving this type
tobacco on Thursday,
December lst for the
first sale to be
held on Wednesday, Dece
mber 7th.

Doran Loose Leaf
Floor
A. E. & T. C. Doran, Mgrs.

PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

Farris Loose Leaf Floor
Mythic & C. R. Farris.
Mgrs.

Planters I,00se

Leaf Floor
Gus J. Robertson, Mgt..

Outland's Loose Leaf
Floor
A. G. & J. W. Outland,
Wm.

Murray,
Kentucky

I
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PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Ryan spent I
Sunday_With her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Johns in Water Valley.
Mrs. J. C. Anderson is visitini
her daughter, Mrs. William Roach
in Paducah.
Mr. arid Mrs. John Daniels and j
son, David, Mrs. Hillman Collier,'
Mrs. C. J. Bowers and Bertisj
Pigue attended the Victory parade in Memphis Friday.
Mrs. E. R. Ladd has returned to:
her home in Paducah after sev-i
eral days visit to Mrs. Brown;
Thacker on Second street.
Mr. and Mrs. John Harpole of I
Mobile, Ala., have been the
in.l- asts of her brother. Charle,
Gregory and family.
Mrs. A. McGee left Wednesday for Paducah to be at the
bedside of her sister-in-law, Mr,.
Wayne Fleming who underwent
a major operation at the River-,
side Hospital on Monday.
Mississippi Plantation Life:

The Writings Of
Mattie Dear
Oh, give thanks unto the Lord
for he is good. I must say this
what happen to me one day last
week. I received a letter from!
Mrs. Bernhard of Farmington,
Mich. In my week before last art-H
icle I was telling about my tooth
hurting me so she received it :
some how another and she taken
my case to the Lord. Don't you
know one thing, its the truth if
ever I told it, my tooth ain't-hurt
rule sence. Don't you know that
J -us is a healer. I hardly ever
have a doctor. If it wasn't for .
my insurance I belong to I never ,
would have no doctor, but it is!
right to draw out some where'
you have put in. Jesus is my doctor and he is my all in all.
He able husband and I to pick i
out seven bales of cotton and
now picking on our eighth bale.
If you trust God for one thing.
trust him for all. Jesus is a silent listener at ever conversasion and a unseen guest at cvi•r
meal An. that cause you should
mind how you talk and what you
say.
God bless Mrs. Bernhard. She!
sent me lots of good papers to
road also 25c in money, some par ,r also a stamp envelope. That
as so sweet of her.
Had good service Sunday at
Damascus pastored by the Rev.
W. H. Lang. He sure is a good
preacher. Text found first chapter of James, subject, "Pure Religion." Thats whats needed today. Sin is growing bold. Don't
forget people at one time this
world was destroyed by water
but my Lord say next time by
fire on the account of sin. He is
not no shorter than bis word so
rn say God bless the Westphelling family. Miss Johanna is a
sweet woman but her husband
know more abo-it that than I. So
I will say keep the faith and stay
in God's hand.
• • ••
She never seems to fret or worry
'When things go not her way;
She looks beyond life's dark
horizon,
And there behold a brighter day.
With a radiant face of love so
tender,
She endures the rain and cold;
Our of all things God made on
earth,
He never made a dearer souI.

FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
Phone 100

NEW LOCATION . . . . 217 EAST FOURTH STREET

WALK 100 FEET and SAVE $100.00!
med-up mesEy warehouse and we'll GUARANTEE you to save
that much, or more on a roomful of furniture! The stuff is jammed up to the walls in some places, but we're selling is as fast
as we can get to it. They came by the droves all week and

pinsgurs

can get at some of the rest.

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS M.
MO Church

Moue MO

TERRIFIC BARGAINS. This is all NEW merchandise, except
where indicated. We have just listed a few of the things that

BAI

are there, so COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND Through

Made'

the crowded aisles. Most of these items are not replaceable at

are
(.1 st

our asking price, but we are CLEANING UP.
BUY FOR CHRISTMAS!
BUY FOR YOUR HOME!
LAY-AWAY IF YOU WISH!

Large gilt-frame mirror, reg. $12.95

$6.95

Metal utility cans, with lid; 15-inches deep:
69c
Regular $1.25

Single door "easy-do's'" (cardboard clothes
$4.50
closets); Regular $8.50

Oval gilt-frame mirror, 18x22;
Regular Price $13.95

$7.49

Metal bread boxes; Reg. $2.95

$1.95

Solid cedar chests (fine Christmas gifts);
$24.50
Regular $39.50

Oblong frameless mirror, beveled edge
$4.95
18x26; Regular $7.95

Metal kitchen-size vegetable bins;
Regular 52.25

$1.25

5-piece breakfast sets, porcelain-top pull-out
$29.95
table; Regular $59.95

Mahogany decorated-frame mirror, 16x24;
$9.95
Regular $18.95

Roll-away bed, frame and rollers; 3-4 size;
$9.95
Regular $12.95

Large gilt-frame mirror, 22x28;
Regular $12.95
Large gilt-frame mirror; 24x36;
Regular $16.50

CHAIR AND OTTOMAN SETS

$8.95

No springs, but nice looking,
sturdy construction (slightly
soiled). Sold new for 811.95;
Your Choice While They Last

28-inch circle frameless mirror; beveled edge;
$6.95
Regular $12.95
36-inch circle frameless mirror, beveled edge:
$9.95
Regular $17.95
Universal electric blanket; reg. $39.95 $29.95
White enamel kitchen cabinet (used); good
$19.95
condition; sold new for $59.50
18-inch metal kitchen base cabinets, (dam$7.95
aged); red plastic top; Reg. $14.95
Large round metal smoking stands
Regular $8.95

$2.50

Aluminum sink-type dish pans reg. $1.50 99c
Wood ironing boards, with pad;
Regular $4.95

5

$6.95

$2.95

Walnut finish dining room gateleg table;
$24.50
Regular $34.50

6 and 9-foot widths in Armstrong and Gold
69c
seal linoleum; Reg. $1 sq. yd.
Odds and ends in throw rugs; felts, shags,
'2 Price
weave, novelties
ODDS AND ENDS in large and
small framed pictures, values
$1 00
from $3.95 to $7.95;
Your Choice While They Last ...

HI

5-piece breakfast sets, enameled oak; red seat
.. $29.95
chairs; Reg. 59.95

Cosco heavy-duty 5-ft. metal utility ladders;
$5.95
Regular $10.95

5-piece breakfast sets, all wood;
Regular $29.95

Cosco heavy-duty 6-foot metal utility ladders;
$6.95
Regular $12.95

$19.95

Wearever and Ecko 4-qt. pressure cookers;
$5.95
Regular $12.95
Wicker clothes hampers, 30-inches high;
49c
Regular $1.25
Remnants in Congowall 41 z-foot wide linol30c
eum; Reg. 55c running foot
3-piece walnut finish bedroom suite, spool bed;
Regular $129.95
S69.95

8-piece Walnut finish dining room suite (6
chairs, table, buffet) Originally Priced
Now Only $69.50
At $169.50
Armstrong inlaid linoleum, 6 feet wide;
$1.50
Regular $2.50 sq. yd.
Metal lard cans, 50-lbs size, with lid
Regular 65c

49c
$1.00

Metal coal scuttles: size 15,
Size 17

Wood chifferobes, single door, hat rack,
$17.95
4 drawers; Reg. $32.50

Studio couch, blue tapestry, new but soiled;
$39.95
Regular $84.50

Brass washboards, Reg. $1.25

99c

Glass washboards, Reg. $1.00

79c

2-piece wine velour living room suite, never
$99.95
out of crate; Reg, $139.95

3-4 Size Franklin innerspring mattress;
Regular $39.50
$29.50

Slat-bottom chairs; Reg. $2.59

ea. $1.00

Radios, Heaters, Toasters
etc.

24-Hour Service
We have a complete line of
tubes, parts, etc.
Free Pickup and Delivery

lie

HI.

Jenny Lind full-size beM; Regiz$24.95 $17.95

In Today - Out Tomorrow
Como in today for FREE bookie
"Color Dynamics for Your Homo"

. IT CONTAINS SOME

%% r 11

bought, and now we have some aisle space cleared where you

We Repair
$5.15

READ THIS ENTIRE LIST .

It's no joke! Just walk 100 feet from our store over to our jam-

Wood chifferobes, double doors, hat rack,
$24.95
4 drawers; Reg. $49.95

We are headquarters for top-notch
values in Paint. Enamel. Varnish.
Clean up Aids crnd other paMting
necessities. We have a Pittsburgh
Paint for every type surface. Come
In for information cmd advice on any
painting problem.

Fulton, Ky.

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

$1.25

Men
Men
Men
Men
Men
Alen
Men
Men
Boy'

$1.35

Size 18

This Week's Hit Parade
1. That Lucky Old Sun
2. You're Breaking My Heart
3. Slipping Around
4. I Can Dream, Can't I.
'5. Don't Cry Joe
6. Jealous Heart
7. Someday
8. A Dreamer's Holiday
9. Room Full of Roses
10. Maybe It's Because

1
1%

New Records Arriving Daily!
Our Record Stock is Catalogued and Displayed For Your Convenient Shopping. Come in and Browse Around!
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DON'T WAIT
Until The Snow is Deep
_
It's time to prepare the family
for all the sno v, rain and ice

1!

ahead, with a pair of BALL
BAND arctics, boots, gaiters
or rubbers. There's a style tor
every member of the familyfor every occasion; and we
have your size!

Work Outdoors? Wear

BALL BAND ARCTICS
Made to wear and wear; buckles
are firmly. *anchored. and all point,
of strain are correctly reinforced;
‘+‘ arm fleece-lined.

5-Buckle $549

Dthes
;4.50

4-Buckle $498
M oRG AN 16-I NCH

Sidelace Boot

Z4.50
BALL-BAND
VAC

11-out
Z9.95

cleated sole and heel:
war quality; snug fitting

Sper/o/ Ovol,ty

$149

16 onch
Brown Boot
Elastic Ankle

Gold
69c

.\ 1.TO!S

for fine fit
Sicl• lace Top
Cushion Insole

Sidestrap Boot
With Buckle Instep

gs,
Price

Boot protection with shot
comfort; for
farmei and sportsmen.
TAN,16-inch

I 00

lders:
S5.95

lders;
S6.95

S8.95

TAN sporting boot S10.95

MENS
HIP VAC
BOOTS

back the use of that limb. Every
DUICEDOM RT. 2
good wish ,s hoped by her many
Joyce Taylor, Cor.
friends for a successful opet a Mrs. Ruth Weems returned to tion and a complete rerovery
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
Raymond, Miss., Tuesday after
with
eisiting
relatives and and sons, Eugene, David and
Leslie, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Dorpn
t riends here.
Mrs. Evaline Yates, who Vas spent Sunday in Hollow Rock,
sick last week, is better at this Tenn., where they were dinner
guests of a sister, Mrs. Roy Hamtime.
Mr. and Mrs. Zollie Holland, mett and family.
Mrs. Willie Puckett of Union I
little Carolyn Jennings of Mayfield and B. Noble Holland of City spent this past weekend
Detroit were guests of Mr. and with relatives and friends in this
Mrs. Treman Rickman one day district.
Mrs. Harvey Donoho was calllast week.
Little Johnnie Vaughan is on ed to Camden, Tenn., this past
week to the bedside of her moththe sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Cowry'and er Mrs. Joe Griffe who is so very
Jiminie, Mr. and Mrs. Willie sick that her condition is grave
Yates, Jean and Jimmie of May- at this writing.
Little Karen Gayle Frields is
field, Clraence Green of Detroit
and Billie Yates of NaShville victim of a cold, although pot
were Sunday visitors of Mr. and confined to her room.
Mrs. Roy Vincent has returned
Mrs. Harry Yates.
Several from here attended the home from Jones Hospital where
ball game Saturday night at Cuba she has recently undergone surplayed by Farmington and Cuba. gery and is doing nicely. She is
now able to be walking.
Cuba won.
This past Sunday New Salem
Charles Carr was the Sunday
dinner guest of Marion Taylor. Baptist Church sat in conference
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates, Mr. with the deacons who were the
and Mrs. T. C. House and Mr. pulpit committee to call a pasand Mrs. Emmett Finley attended tor. The church has been without
preaching service at Lebanon a pastor some two or three
months since the resignation
Church Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and Rev. Jack McClain, who had
girls visited his parents, Mr. and served for the past three years.
Rev. Alton Peery has been callMrs. Parrom of McConnell Suned to pastorate for the next .isday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Foy of Obion sociational year and he enters upvisited home folks over the week- on his duties next Sunday.
Work is progressing nicely on
end.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson, Mr. the new white limestone gravel
and Mrs. Everett Carr, Mr. and road through this district. After
Mrs. Norman Crittendon, Mr. recent rains traveling was diffiand Mrs. W. W. Brann, Mr. and cult but with prevailing weath.l.
Mrs. Loyal Brann, W. L. and the project will be rushed up and
Miss Allie Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. all probability the job will soon
O. F. •Taylor and Joyce from become a reality giving citizens
Bethlehem Church attended the an all weather road.
Quarterly Conference held at
Wesley Church Sunday.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House were
"Thanksgiving" is the subject
Sunday guests of Mr. and 7Irs. of the Lesson-Sermon which will
Wes Mills.
be read in all Christian Science
Mrs. Maude- and Miss Constance churches throughout the world
Jones shopped in Mayfield Wed- on Thursday, November 24, 1949.
nesday.
Time of services is 11 o'clock
Late Sunday afternoon guests A. M.
of Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor,
The Golden Text is: "In evMarion and Joyce were Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Tiylor of Mayfield, ery thing give thanks. for this is
Mrs. Pearl Cooley, Lee and Bil- the will of God in Christ Jesus
concerning you." (I Thes. 5:18).
lie Johnson of Fulton'.

AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Frields. Cor.
Covene Hastings lift for his
home in Detroit after. a weekend visit here with his daughter.
Mrs. Doyle Frields and
Mr.
Frields.
Little Miss Dorothy Mathis left
I for Louisville several days ago,
where she will enter Cripple
Child's Clinic for surgery on a
lame limb. The brave- young lady
has made frequent trips for several years for treatment, having
been a polio victim at the age of
four. She has worn braces and
special shoes in an effort to gain

All Rubber,

Black or Tan

(6

39.50

$1.50
49c

$1.00

$1.35
99c
79c

$995

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

ACHES-PAINS

Don't 'dose' yourself. Rub the aching
part well with Musterole. Its great
pain-relieving medication speeds fresh
blood to the painful area, bringing
amazing relief. If pain is intensebuy Extra Strong Mustorolo
RUII

ON

n-

.

FOUR ROSES
Fifth $430
"America's Most Famous
Bouquet"
$2.75

PINTS
HALF PINTS

$1.40

90.5 Proof

tioi4Ds
CHARTER-OAR Fifth"4"
MEDLEY BROS. Fifthz, .5500
Fifths $59u.
KY. TAVERN
OLD FITZGERALD Fifths $600
OLD FORRESTER Fifths $610
YELLOWSTONE Fifths $67°
OLD GRANDAD Fifths $680

SEAGRAM'S
SEVEN CROWN

CLD TAYLOR
17fth $680

Fifth $400
Pints
$2.50
Half Pints
$1.30
Be Sure With Seagrams
86 Proof

Pr

$4.25

H'INES

$2.15

DE KUYPER
BRANDIES
Fifth $370
lpritot - Peach - Blackberry

SCHENLEY'S
RESERVE

HILL & HILL
$4.00
$2.50

FIFTHS
PINTS
2 PINTS

414.00
S2.50

$1.30

BOND AND
LILLARD

Fifth $415

Fifth $415
$2.60
S1.35

$2.60

PINTS

$1.35

PINTS
93 Proof

With Turkey,

With Chicken,

Steaks or Roast

Fish:

ROMA BURGUNDY
Fifth, $1.00

ROMA Ithine,
Fifth, $1.00
A
@
1
rk3t
(
t
CALIFORNIA

Port

lit
t
C4LIFORNIA

ROMA Sauterhe
Fifth; $1.00

Sherry

PETRI PORT

PETRI SHERRY

Fifth, $1.00

Fifth, $1.0.0

SUN. - MON. TUES.
November 20, 21 and 22

Fashion-right and weather-tight; for
fall puddles or winter drifts. . Red,
Brown, Black, White; Sizes in stock:
Childs' 6-12; Misses' 13-4; Ladies' 5-9

FOR YOUR FAVORITE DRINKS
WE HAVE THE BEST MIXIN'S!

CORIMIlle-IKTURES
resents

$349 and $379

ELLA

RANDOLPH

SCOTT.RAINES

1Vomen's rubber zipper
side boots $4.49

Roberts Store
422 LAKE STREET

4,124!,fel-

9 MEN AT EACII
OTHER'S IIIIITS...
ever Irwinand a wornant

CORPORAL BOOTS

mi-WAIKING

Imo
WO Willi..

Mr..

BKHOP • BUCHANAN

FULTON

Aderhoe
P.mil

.,10011111116B ......,11AleflOt11101111

SODOM MI
1.11011 Ye ,,,rt op.
SOT 40/C14

NAMPO. MUM
A Reolort P.clore
- retraseil

Ci L

INC

MOTION PICTURES ARE THE
GREATEST FORM OF
ENTERTAINMENT
We Try To Please You With
The Best!

$1.30,

86 Proof

SUNNY
BROOK

ROMA CLARET
Fifth, $1.00
PetaGOgi
44.. t

ilth
Pints
r z Pints

93 Proof

VMS

1)50

Our stocks of Wines and Liquors for Thanksgiving and the holidays
are complete at the KEG ... visit us at our handy location on Lake
Street when you are downtown, and stock uo!

PINTS
!": PINTS

$1.00

a

][41q

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
November 23 - 24

Cowbo),-type pullover for fashionable
style and long-wearing comfort. Attractive ornamental design; t, 70
eye-appealing ti vo-tone effect aLitt 7

$2 19

AND DUALITY FeR

MUsTEROLE

RANCHO PULL-OVER BOOTS

Women's & Misses' 2-snap

II

"Sunny aIorning Flavor"

Men's Red Ball reg. sporting boot; black $8.95
Men's 16-inch black lace boots
$7.95
Men's one-buckle, all-rubber overshoes___$3.98
Men's one-buckle, cloth-top overshoes__ _$3.95
Men's all-rubber knee boots_
- $4.95
Men's storm rubber slippers____$1.98 and $2.19
Men's all-rubber 4-buckle dress overshoes $4.49
Men's heavy, 2-buckle overshoes__.
___$3.49
Boy's 4-htickle all-rubber overshoes
$3.98

RUBBER GALOSHES . . . .

atom

Mrs. J. M. Johnson has returned from a visit to relatives in
the county.

ORPHEU

Best Quality,

Page 3

142 LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY,

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucitl
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SiG
P liZES

GIVEk FREE

Mc2sacie quiz/n/444e
ANNOUNCES ITS

Nothing to buy! No strings attached! Just come in
Friday or Saturday and visit our new store, and receive
your Free Ticket at the door as you enter. You MAY WIN
one of these valuable prizes.
Drawing will be held at 7:30 p. m. Saturday evening,
and the lucky winners do not have to be present in order
to claim their prizes. So come visit us, see our new store,
and get your FREE TICKETS on this Friday and Saturday!

st
neg. $139.95
NORGE WASHER

I

ea.

q/laied opeptif,
Friday and Saturday
November lath and 19th
at its New Location
319-321-323 WALNUT STREET
We've moved, folks! From our former location on Church
Street (which we will continue to operate) we have moved to
more spacious quarters up on Walnut Street . . . in order to
better display our fine stocks of furniture and appliances to
our growing inumbers of customers. .

WIT1 AUTOMATIC TIMER!

We cordially invite you to come in and see us this weekend. Whether you wish to Make a purchase or not, just drop in
for a look around, and get a free ticket on the valuable door
prizes we are awarding as souvenirs of our opening.
We'll be looking for you!
\

5th
nd PRIZE:
Reg. sis.95

2

FLOOR
xi. LAMP
It's a beauty! Handsome 7-way
lanzp with center indirect light
and three bulbs, with a lovely
plastic shade.

PRIZE
6th PRIZE:
2rd .4'
Reg. $12.50

TABLE LAMP

Rer $9.95
9x12

LINOLEUM
RUG

McDade Furniture to.:

New Addresses: 319-321-323 Walnut

